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T H E

HOKOMOK.
was always seen in the thickest of the fight,
ment. I never knew what true happiness was then that the societies originated. They fell a victim to the desire of being a king.—
exciting his followers to exertion. Nearer
was, until I became a teetotaler: for until I spread with such success, that, in a month Bonaparte vanquished nearly the whole of
BY MRS. SEBA SMITH.
IS PITBLISIXKI) W E E K L Y , 11Y
and nearer they approached the cabin of Nisbecame so, I could never feel that I was free 30,000 persons were enrolled. Now we Europe, but he could not vanquish his own
HIRAM W . JEW ELL. &, Co.
ambition.
And
in
humbler
life,
nearer
home,
or out of danger, or could say to myself with reckon in Saxony 100,000 members of the
To the West of the beautiful harbor on nayah. There is no retreat; they must yield
or die !
in our own every-day affairs most of us are
O f f ic e , i n P a l m e r & W i l l i a m s o n ’ s B l o c k , . . / W a t e r S t r e e t . confidence that I would not at one time or an temperance society'.
Townsend, in Lincoln county, Maine, there
“In
Switzerland,
the
usage
of
strong
drinks;
often
drawn
aside
from
the
path
of
duty
and
Nisnayah caught her infant son in her
other be that most degraded thing— a d r u n k 
is an opening in the land, which furnishes a
T e r m s . ...One Dollar and Fifty cents, in advance. If
Rot paid in advance, Two Dollars will be charged.
a rd .
Let no one tell me that he is safe en has in some degree given way. In the can-' discretion, because we cannot resist some communication between the river Sheepscot arms and sprang to the verge of the cliff.—
(JCr*Any person who will obtain six subscribers, and re
ough, that he has no occasion to take the ton of Berne, there are now 1,000 shops shut temptation or overcome some prejudice,
mit the money, shall receive a seventh copy gratis.
and Townsend bay, and forms a passage well “Hokomok ! ” cried the warrior’s bride, as
(tJ"No subscription will be received for a less term than pRdge—that he is above temptation. There up.
i If we consider that self-government reknown to navigators as somewhat intricate, she raised the child above her head, and then
*ix months.
“We
quote
also
Norway,
and
among
other1
(luire
two
things;
first,
whenever
we
aie
is
no
one
strong
enough
or
firm
enough
to
re
$3-Advertisements conspicuously inserted on the most
yet save and convenient, between the towns pointed to the waters beneath. She clasped
treasonable terms.
sist temptation; no one so strong or firm that places the town of Laurwig. Since the first tempted to deviate from the path of rectitude upon the Eastern shores of Maine, and those the infant to her breast, sprang from the clilf,
he may not fall. I have seen the stars of of January last, all the retai sale of spiritu* or to act imprudently, or whenever we are lying on the rivers Sheepscot and Kennebec. and sank in the waves below.
heaven fall, and the cedars of Lebanon laid ous liquors has entirely ceased in that town) tempted to neglect any duty, that we should Those who have sailed through this wild but
“Hokomok!
Hokomok!” repeated the
low.
I have seen the proudest boasters and in the environs; and also since that ev-j possess and exercise the power to check our- beautiful passage, with its green banks, now warriors, plunging successively into the abyss
Father Mai hew to his Countrymen. humbled to the dust, steeped to the very lips ent there has not been, although the popula-j selves in the one case, and to compel our- sloping smoothly to the water’s edge, and of waters.
tion is more than 8,000 souls, any quarrels j selves to the required action in the other, we anon rising in frowning cliffs, surmounted
“Hokomok! Hokomok!” cried they, as
From the first moment that I entered upon in poverty, and sunk in dishonored graves.
It is not uncharitable for me to proclaim or disorder in the streets. No outrage has j shall see that it is the great regulator of con- with towering pines through which the un they paused to take one last fatal aim at their
iny mission, I saw the evil with which I had
to contend, i n its true shape. I knew, by sad from this altar, the doom of the drunkard, for been committed, and the number of robberies! duct>the very balance-wheel of life. Wilh- ceasing sound of the wind suggests to the pursuers, ere they disappeared from the cliff
“Hokomok ! Hokomok ! ” repeated their
experience, the dreadful ravages that intem has not the Apostle Paul said that the drunk-: has been less than that of preceding years. | oul ib a person is almost sure to miss happi- imagination the idea of a requiem over the
leader,
in a wild mournful lone, and he sank
ard
shall
never
enter
the
kingdom
of
Heaven?
The
workmen
have
become
much
more
asj
ne*s>
however
great
may
be
his
gifts,
howevperance made in the peace, and honor, and
ashes and departed glory of the red man of
happiness of individuals. I saw the vice and And for what does the wretched drunkard : siduous at their work, and the deposits at the i er high bis fortune; with it, the humblest ‘Ilokomok,’ which rises perpendicularly from to his wife and child !
immorality that it had spread over communi risk his prospect of Heaven ? For nothing ! savings banks, have increased considerably. Iindividual may command not merely the the water, to a great height, casting the light
Execution of Louis XVI.
ties. I observed that it had filled prisons and There is no happiness in drinking, but much , Such is an extract from an official report, ad-! world's wealth, but the world’s respect; and, sail boat, or vessel that skims over the wa
workhouses— that it had gorged the church in abstaining; the abstainer is the only man dressed by the bailiff of Laurwig, to the gov- what is better, peace of mind and the con- ters beneath, into a deep, dark shadow. The
All our readers are more or less familiar
j sciousness of Heaven’s approbation.
yard with countless victims.
I saw it strik who can s a y , “l never will become a drunk-1 eminent.
breathless silence and upturned eye of all who with the bloody scenes of the French Revolu
ing down the young and old, the proud and ard.”
_____
______ _
j “AtHamburgh, there are instructors spe-j If parents would not trust a child upon the pass this clilf, bespeak it connected with wild tion, and doubtless will be interested in the
l - i i , ___ • . i „.v
j .
i back of a wild horse without bit or bridle, tales and startling legends. It was here the
lowly, the rich and poor, the ignorant and:
following sketch from that awful drama :
Temperance in Europe.
-N Ip ltd ’
duty it is to teach
the enlightened— that it spared neither sex J
temperance at school*, and above all, to rec-: i<!l U,em "ol l'cr,nit h,m 10 S° fotlh ,nl° the brave and desperate band of native heroes,
On the 12th of January, the Convention
The
following
is
a
translation
from
a
Dutch
nor age— that it was more ruthless than the!
, , n
,
, ....
r
., ommend the principles by their example.!world unsli,lled
>" self-government.
a death or proceeded to vote what the punishment should
when there
was no alternativeIfbut
..j,, England a respectable Middlesex ma-i child is passionate, teach him, by gentle and submission to the white man, resolved to die
sword, more terrible than the plague, more) work by Dnydecoper, and will be found highbe, death or banishment. Every member ad
g;slrate has provedi that prisont,rs who „.ere! P=>1'«»‘ '"sans to curb his temper. If ho ts in the wild freedom of their ancestors, and to
desolate than fire. I say, I saw all these re ly interesting to American readers : vanced singly to the tribune, and openly gave
In Germany we have observed, that the
, , ,
i <r i
i
i
• , greedy, cultivate liberality in him. If he is
sults of intemperance, and I was determined i
enter the land of warriors with a mind un his vote. For forty hours the voting continu
. ,.
r
, ,
. .
.
, I previously hardened offenders, have also sign- a
J
^ the
^ ^
____
J selfish,
promote generosity.
to devote all my time and all my energy to mortality cf men below thirty years is much ; ed
pledge
nott ^to drink strong drinks, have!
se^ s^> Promote
genetosity. If he is selfish, shackled and a spirit unsubdued. Under this ed, during which time the galleries were
greater
than
that
among
women
of
the
same
the task of arousing the people of this conn*,
rapt it, and from that moment their conduce cha,m 1,im « « < * » . by encouraging frank height, the chieftain, Hokomok, had reared crowded, the bar of the assembly besieged
• ,
i
,
! humor. If he is indolent, accustom him to his back-covered wigwam, and conveyed Nistry to oppose the monster evil of Ireland, and age ; because to thirty years the women have was entirely
changed.
ith deputations, and the Jacobin club main
not
yet
drank
strong
drink;
on
the
contrary,
.
exertion, and train him so as to perform even nayah, the daughter of a chief, to this place,
crush it before it had degraded the land and!
taining
the excitement by continued inflam
“In
Russia,
the
Government
feared,
from:
.
.
,
-,
the greater part of young men have drank
' onerous duties with alacrity. If pride comes a fit residence for the bride of a warrior, even
the people beyond cure or redemption.
matory harangues. As each of the more
fpr,0i,.
political considerations, to allow the adoption!. ,
, ,.
, ,.
,
, ,
1
.
1
! in to make his obedience reluctant, subdue Nisnayah of the haughty brow and dark
1 promised good results and many blessings In?eiy.
celebrated deputies proceeded to give his vote,
‘The drunkenness of fathers also affects of abolition.
But at last it has felt t h e j ^ eilhef by counsei or discipline. In
to the Irish people if they followed my ad
eye, with a spirit as bold, as fearless to re the interest was absorbing ; but when Orleans
their children, and its influence threatens j necessity ofgiviug way to public opinion, and j
„}vey0ur children the habit ofovervice. Millions believed me; and blessed be|
ibe generation which succeeds ours.
That is making concessions. An imperial decree coming their besetting sins. Let them feel solve, and as firm to endure, as her husband. (Louis Phillippe’s father,) tottered to the ap
the day that they had faith in my word 1—
glance pointed .place, with a------face pale as death, .
- her eye turned with a haughty
^ .. w
feeble generation, whose growth appears tom bas been issued, which contains severe res- that they can overcome temptation. Let them Though
Thousands upon thousands now pine in want
upon the warriors who thronged to the cabin silence perfectly awful pervaded the hall
traints
against
the
manufacture
and
sale
of
acquire from experience that confidence in of Hokomok, when it rested upon him, its
and woe, because they did not take my ad be shortened, which has neither bloom nor spirituous liquors.
“Exclusively governed by duty,” said the un
That decree limits the
strength,—pale,
struggling
from
its
infancy
themselves which gives security to the prac
vice; to them the horrors of famine and the
calm liquid light spoke volumes of the wild happy man, ‘and convince that all those who
time
during
which
distilleries
can
work,
and
evils of blight arc aggravated, while tens of with many infirmities, a sickly complexion, the quantity they can deliver out. It has al- tised horseman, even on the back of a high- love and timid gentleness of a savage bride. have resisted the sovereignty of the people
they will triumph over the For him she wrought untiring the feathery
thousands of those who listened to me and j and from whom intelligence appears to be so greatly reduced the number of sellers, de- . strung .steed, ,and
deserve death, my vote is death.” Another
,
,. . ,
...
fled,—evidently
marks
the
race
of
drinkers.
J
.
.
;
difficulties
and
dangers
which beset them in robe, the wampum belt and the gay moccasadopted my advice are now safe from hunger;
breathless silence succeeded the conclusion
termining that they shall not exist but in the
path of life.
and privation, because they had virtue to sur Medical men have in this respect made some proportion o f o n e fo r 500 inhabitants.”
sin. To please his eye, she culled the sweet of the voting.
render a filthy sensual gratification, and uio remarkable observations. Out of ninety-sev
est of flowers and sought the brightest of
en children ol annicers, u r . juippieis nus
FVIiirafSmi o f Idiots.
“Citizens,” at length said Verginand, the
S e lf-E o v e m in e n t.
wisdom to store up for the coming of the!
Since the success of the efforts to instruct
iitheir wigwam, and when TNfisident, “I announce the result of the vote
only selected fourteen without known dis
BY
S.
G.
GOODRICH.
evil day. Thousands are now perishing, who,
the deaf and dumb, and the blind, the atten- be would hunt on the opposite bank, lYisnay.
t li o r o o r o 7 0 1 v a to c ; n m n j o r i t y o f QG h uvtT
eases. Among the children of those who live
if they had not the folly to spend then Jiard
In
the
midst
of
events
which
seem
to
hetion of philanthropists has been turned to ah was with him, and threw back the beaver deel a red for death. In the name of the Con
with sobriety and abstain from strong drinks,
robe, bared her round arm and with the skill vention, I declare that the punishment
earned money in drink, in riot, and in de
the mortality is less, they enjoy generally a speak predestination, man still feels that he! idiots, the melioration of whose intellectual
of
and graceful motion of a hunter’s wife, pad- Louis Capet is death.” Paralyzed at the very
bauchery, would now be safe from danger,
better health, and attain a more advanced age. is free. The planets wheel through the heav condition had been regarded hitherto as al
died back the light canoe.
and enabled to assist, by their charity, crea
unexpected division, which had been occasion
That is proved by the example of the Qua en s; the earth revolves on its axis, and per most utterly hopeless. But even in those
tures who are now without a friend to com kers in England and the United States.
forms its vast annual circuit; the seasons sunk to the lowest scale of idiocy, some faint
At night she watched at the extremity of ed by the succession of their own party', the
fort or asssist them.
Thercfc e> take this liquor to burn, and come and go ; the clouds rise and vanish ;— spark of that divine intelligence we call rea- the cliff until he returned from chase, and Girondists made but one more struggle, and
The prison and the poor-house are opening w h en /011 see ascend the blue flame which the rain, the hail, and the snow descends ; and son can generally be discovered, and assidu- then again she crossed the surge to meet him. that was for a delay in the execution of the
wide their doors for many who have wilfully
But the pale-faced race were fast encroach sentence. The vote had made their oppon
combustion produces, ask yourself, if so in all this man has no voice. There is a sys- ous, well directed efforts have shown that it
brought ruin on themselves and their fami- quick a fire would not corrode the inside of tern of government above, beyond and around can be strengthened, and, if not kindled into ing upon the hunting grounds of the red man; ents too strong for them, and their last prop
■ies^nd who, had they only sense, wo“lt your body. Learn in seeing your fruits pre him, declaring a sovereignty which takes no a bright flame, at least be made to glow so as the sapling that the oak had sheltered was fast osition was negatived by two thirds of the
now be fi^ong the wealthy' of the lan'' ^
served in brandy, but hard and condensed, counsel of him. But still, in the midst of all to shed some light upon the unhappy subject’s crowding upon the branches of the protecting deputies. Fully prepared for his fate, the
not upbraid v.,lch victims for ‘IC hagl 1 how hurtful such spirit is to digestion ; throw this, man possesses a consciousness of free benighted soul. France has been foremost tree, and the followers of Hokomok left the King received the result of the vote with un
would rather che^r and ce °°'c ^ Mould
this corrosive poison upon the green grass, dom. The metaphysician may be confound in this good work ; arid, stimulated by what wild deer and moose to roam the forests un shaken firmness. “For two hours” said he,
rather tell them that it R-l0t y ct t0° ^ate
and three or four days afterwards you will ed with the seeming inconsistency of an om has been accomplished there about a year disturbed, while they assembled in council to “Malesherbes, I have been revolving in my
that no one should ^pair—that there is stiil see it dried up. Ask yourself, therefore, if nipotence, ruling over all things, yet granting since, a resolve was passed by the Legislature devise means to fell the sapling while its memory whether, during my whole reign
I
balm in Gi l e^’ stil1 a P!)ysic»;jn there.— that which destroys even to the root of the free agency to the subjects of its power. But of Massachusetts, appointing commissioners branches were yet young and tender, and be have voluntarily given any cause of complaint
I would ac' are
the oldest and most in- herb, would not also burn your inside. These common sense does not puzzle itself with an to inquire into the condition of the idiots of fore it should tower above the oak.
to my subjects; with perfect sincerity I can
vetero0' habit can be overcome by' a simple
The women of the tribe were conveyed to declare, when about to appear before the
arc experiments which any one may repeat; attempt to discover the precise point at which that commonwealth, their number, and if anyeff.rt of moral courage, by one virtuous reso
and he who will not be convinced of the in these seeming principles of opposition may thing can be done for their relief. In behalf an island many miles from the contemplated throne of God, that I deserve no reproach at
lution.
jury which strong drinks occasion to health, clash or coalesce. It contents itself with the j of this commission, as we learn from the seene of warfare ; but Nisnayah, the wife of their hands, and that I have never formed a
Habit and custom tyrannize overmen be may consider himself inaccessible to truth.
obvious fact that God is a sovereign, who has Boston Atlas, Dr. Howe made a report, in their chief refused to g o ; she chose rather to wish but for their happiness.”
cause they want courage to face or oppose
“ In no part of the continent has the temper yetcreated beings, and given them their free- part to the Legislature, at its recent session, remain in their cabin, that she might sooner
On the 20th of January, Santarre, with a
their tyrants; but the strongest chain of pass ance cause been so successful as at Hanover. dom, prescribing boundaries to their powers of their progress in these investigations.— know the events of the war, and the fate of
deputation of the municipals, read the sen
ion that ever fettered the soul, and led man’s Osnabruck is the great focus where the work and capacities indeed, but within these limits j This report was accompanied by a very inter- her husband. She had early been inured to
tence to Louis. He received it with the same
senses captive, can be broken by a bold, a vir of abolition is carried out. The governing permitting them to act by their own volia-1 esting letter from Mr. George Sumner, in danger, and her spirit was never known to
firmness as before, and asked a respite of
tuous effort. The pledge which I ask you power by resolutions, and the highest dignit UonParis, relative to a system pursued in the edu- quail.
three days to prepare for death, the solace of
and others to take, does not enslave— it makes aries of the church by exhortations, unite in
The chiefs were assembled upon the cliff an interview with his family, and the consola
Man then is free; he has the power to seek , cation of idiots in France. On this report,
free— free from vice, free from passion, free order to convince the nation of the benefit of happiness in his own way. He enters upon the Atlas furnishes the following synopsis:
of Hokomok, the war-whoop had been"sung, tions of a priest. The convention would not
from an enslaving habit. The fewer passions abolition. It is at Hanover, where the worthy existence and sets forward in the path of life.
In 171 towns, containing an aggregate pop the assistance of the Great Spirit invoked, and accede to the requests for a respite ; the hour
that rule us, the freer we are: and no man is Bottcher labors; and his work,‘The Domes But as he passes along, a thousand tempters ulation of 846,285, there are to be found 543 the warriors had sunk to rest with the green
of ten on the following morning was irrevo
50 free as the man who places himself beyond tic. Plague,'has reached the 22d edition. It is beset him. Pleasure beckons him away, of idiots—204 males and 339 females. Should earth beneath, and the blue sky above them
cably fixed for the execution ; the other deand out of the reach of temptation; for, as the impossible to say, how many millions of copies fering him present flowers,and unfolding beau the remaining towns be found to present a that they might be prepared for the stealthy
mands they granted. From that time the
Scripture says, those who court danger shall have been circulated through Germany. The tiful prospects in the distance. Wealth seeks proportionate number, the aggregate will be march before the dawn of dayKing seemed resigned and tranquil. “Did
perish therein. The freedom which I advo King of Hanover, and the King of Prussia to make him her votary, by disclosing her over^a thousand. It has been ascertained that
They were to attack each of the white set they suppose I could be base enough so kill
cate is one you can obtain without any sacri have ordered a re-print and distribution magic power over men and things. Ambi the condition of these unfortunate persons is tlements in succession, and the tomahawk
myself;” said Louis, when they removed the
fice— of health, of pleasure, of money, or com throughout their respective kingdoms. It is tion woos him with dreams of glory. Indo very materially influenced by the character once raised, other tribes would follow their
knives at dinner; “I am innocent, and can
fort. On the contrary, it will add to your in Hanover, also, that the Chaplain Seling lence essays to soften and seduce him to him of those who have the charge of them. In example, till the war of extermination should
die without apprehension.” At half-past
health, your wealth, your pleasure and your travels from village to village. He is called influence. Love, envy, malice, revenge, jeal some towns, where the idiots were under the spread from the Norridgewocks and clans of
eight in the evening, the Queen and her child
comfort.
Temperance brings blessings in the second Mathew. His canticles on tem ousy, and other busy spirits, assail him with charge of kind-hearted, but ignorant persons, the North, to the Narragansettsof the South
ren entered the King’s apartment. The scene
both hands— blessings for time, and blessings perance are become popular songs. He does their various arts. And man is free to yield and entirely idle, they were given over to The chiefs slept. But there was one who
that ensued during the two last hours of their
for eternity.
more ; he frequents schsols, where he preach to these temptations if he will; or he has ths disgusting and degrading habits. In other had been admitted to the councils of the united lives, beggars all description. At ten
Lei the drinker of strong drink examine es his principles. He has appointed among power to resist them if he will. God has towns, idiots, who, to all appearance, had no brave who appeared not at the rendezvous. the King rose, the parents blessed their poor
his past life, and he cannot fail to see that the pupils, a legion of honor, divided into surrendered him to his own discretion, mak more capacity, but were under the charge of Hokomok slept not, for he knew that the ab son, and sought to separate for the night.—
the darkest moments of his life have borrow companies, of which each has its captains ing him responsible, however, for the use and more intelligent persons, presented a different sent chief was a traitor. Before the dawn he “I will see you to-morrow in the morning at
ed their murky hue from intemperance. I and its colors, upon which are inscribed max abuse of the liberty bestowed upon him.
spectacle—were healthy, cleanly and indus called his followers, and commenced their eight o’clock,” said the King, as his children
never knew a y'oung man or young woman to ims of temperance.
If a person mounts a high-spirited horse, it trious. Some of a very low grade of intel march—and ere the morning began to break, clung around him, with tears and shrieks ;
go astray, and walk in the ways of lewdness,
“The result of these measures has been a is important that he should be able to control lect, at work in the fields, under the direction they were met by a band of whites who had “Why not seven ?” exclaimed they all. “Well
whose departure from the path of virtue considerable diminuition in the produce of the him, otherwise he may be dashed to pieces. of attendants, seemed not only to be free come out to surprise them, conducted by the then at seven— at seven—adieu.”
was not chiefly from the influence of strong tax upon strong drinks. This produce in If an engineer undertakes to conduct a loco from degrading habits, but to be happy and traitor savage. Hokomok and his followers
So mournful was the accent with which
drink.
sank noiselessly beneath the brakes; but, Louis uttered the words, that the children re
Hanover, reached in 1838, to 551,038 tha motive, it is necessary that he should be able useful.”
There is no difficulty in taking the pledge. lers; it was reduced in 18-13, to 392,0S0 tha to guide or check the panting engine at liis
From this the commission draw a natural though they were unperceived by the whites, doubled their lamentations; and the Princes
No man performs his duty better than a tee lers, which makes a diminution of 158,958 pleasure, else his own life, and the lives of and very important inference. “If,” said they the Indian had discerned their tall shadows Royal fell fainting at her father’s feet. With
totaler; no man is better able to brave the thalers; that is, to say nearly three-tenths of others, may be sacrificed. But it is still more “persons having only common sense and com upon the horizon.
one tender embrace to each beloved ©ne, the
vicissitudes of the season. I am now in the the revenue. And this has given the great indispensable that an individual, who is en mon humanity, but without the advantage of
The alarm was given. The Indians sprang the King tore himself from his agonized fami
habit of travelling constantly during the last est satisfaction to the King, who is the most trusted with the care of himself, should be experience or study, can so improve the con from their hiding places, and with the fierce ly. The rest of the evening was devoted to
nine years, in heat and cold, in rain and snow, zealous partisan for the suppression of spiritu able to govern himself.
dition of idiots, how much could be done by wild battle yell, rushed upon their invaders. his confessor, the Abbe Edgeworth, that heroic
by day and night; and I have never suffered ous liquors.
This might seem a very easy task ; but is these who should bring the light of science, The batile raged wild and bloody; each knew priest who dared to afford the last office of re
any serious inconvenience from it, because I
“It was not until 1844, that the abolition one of the most difficult that we are called up and the experience of wise and good men in his foe to well to yield. But the whites were ligion to his king. At midnight the King re
was a teetotaler; and now, thank God, I am was introduced into Saxony: the clergy led on to perform. History shows us that some other countries,and the facilities of an institu more numerous, besides possessing the ad tired to bed, and slept peacefully until five.—
as active and as full of energy as ever, and as the way. The happy thought suggested it of the greatest men have failed in it. Alex tion adapted to the training of idiots ; how vantage of superior arms and skill, and the At that hour he rose, gave his last instruc
determined now, as 1 was nine years ago to self to choose Lent, and they ordered,’during ander could conquer the legions of Persia, much could be done towards redeeming the Indians fighting desperately, retreated toward tions to his faithful valet, Clary, entrusted him
devote myself to the great cause of reforma-1 that period, abstinence from strong drinks. but he could not conquer his passions. Cae minds of this unfortunate class from the waste the cliff of Hokomok. Their number were with his last words to his wife and children,
tion, and moral as well as social advance-j The salutary effects were discovered, and it1sar triumphed in a hundred battles, but he and desolations in which they now lie,”
every moment becoming less, and Hokomok and the few relics he had to distribute among
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THE COLD W A T E R F O U N T A I N AND G A R D I N E R N E W S - L E T T E R .
It is hoped that the meeting cf the next
Tiie Harmoneons.
them. He wished to cut oft' his hair with his by the deep and visible expression of anxiety! ‘but what shall I now do to get out of this is
iSWJJss a>i!
session will be extended so that all who wish
This company of amateur performers favored our
own hands, and thus escape the degradation ! resting upon their haggard countenances,with' the question ?_’
Well sir, if you have become satisfied from may attend.
citizens with three Concerts during last week. The
of that operation on that sscaffold; but the! what a degree of true and sincere friendship
Probably, any teachers who wish, may at flail was crowded every evening, and their perform
guards refused his request. They feared he they stood by and succored their friend and trial, that your course is a bad one, just re
would use the scissors for his own destruction | guardian.
They watched with a fearful nounce it in Court—it is the best way vou tend this Institute at Waldoboro’. Lincoln, ances elicited the most unbounded applause. They
awake, to the cause of education ! Teachers are fine singers—the different voices harmonizing
for they could not believe that the mild and! anxiety every movement of the Judge; for can get out of this, and such future troubles.
‘I would do it,’ said he, ‘for, as for these, in Lincoln, awake, be ready for a grand rally so precisely produce a happy effect. During the first
i
j j Kino- could dare to die on the! upon his acquittal or conviction, depended the
scaffold<
*
continuance or fall of their liberty, which he friends, verily, they are like self-rightousness ; j around the standard of education the ensuing of the evening,they appear as citizens, singing popu
Louis then received the sacrament, at a | and they had struggled so ardently for, and the more one has, the worse circumstances he! year, and stand at least upon a level with the lar Glees, Quartettes, dec.; and conclude their per
Hsmall altar prepared in his chamber, and j so wofully maintained:— A most important is in.— But look ! my coat! I can’t go into rest of Maine !
L ove, P u rity and F idelity.
formances as genteel Africans, with popular songs,
Court with this ? ’
heard the last service for the dead, while the issue!
accompanied by instrumental music. We under
FORM OF APPLICATION FOR CHARTER?
‘I will remedy that,’ said I ; so I borrowed
noise of the people thronging the streets, and | The examination of the witnesses, which
stand they are about to visit the Eastern section of
(Date.)
a
coat
of
the
landlord,
which
he
put
on,
and
the rolling of the drums,announced the prepa-i consumed much time— (the Deacon having
The undersigned, the inhabitants o f _____ , believing h
l’ations for the execution. At nine, Sanlerre j many, from the afore-mentioned fraternity, to we stepped out the back door, leaving his An Independent Press—guided by honesty of purpose and the .State, performing in the principal towns on the Order of the Sons of Temperance to be well ca’lculatcd
the blessings of total abstinence, and ■promote the gam}
came to the Temple.
prove his good moral and even Christian friends in anxious waiting. We entered the principle—devoted to the support of morality and virtue, as seaboard route, between Wiscasset and Bangor. To tend
welfare of mankind, respectfully petition the Grand Dhisionot
“You come to see me,” said the king. One' character)—being through, the Deacon rose Court room just as Mr. Sharp was conclu the true element of national prosperity, anil of individual the lovers of music, and lovers of “fun,” in those the. State of Maine, to grant them a Charter to open a ml
places, a favorable opportunity will be presented of Division, to be called the--------Division, No. __ , Pent tt
minute and I am ready.”
"
; and made a most eloquent and pathetic speech ding his remarks. I informed the Court of and social happiness.
enjoying
a rich treat. Their performances are of a Temperance, of the State of Maine, to be located in ____1
As he said this he entered his little cham-i in justification of his own conduct, on the his intention, and the Judge said he would re
F R ID A Y M O R NIN G, A P R IL 28, 13 48.
high order, containing nothing of a demoralizing and under your jurisdiction.
her, and brought out his last will, which he I grounds of “Liberty and Right.” Near the ceive his motion. He then stated to the
We pledge ourselves individually and collectively, to l.tgcf.
0Q“A1I communications and letters of business should be tendency, and all may attend who believe in the erned by the Rules and Usages of said Grand Division, and
asked Santerre to take : the creature refused, Smiddle of his speech, as he began to launch Court his intention. He said he had never,
addressed ( p o s t p a i d ) to H. W. J e w e l l & Co., maxim—“laugh and grow fat,” —and the musical also by those of the ISattonal Division.
and the King deposited it in the hands of one forth into his patriotic strains, the Judge grew for a moment, supposed he had been exerting Gardiner, Me.
„
Enclosed is the Charter Fee, $ 5,
critic will be delighted with the happy manner in
uneasy.
He
soon
rose
and
ordered
the
officer:
such
an
influence,
or
that
his
course
had
such
of the municipals who had accompanied him.
It must also be slated whether the applicants are membersof
which
the
popular
airs
are
performed.
We
hope
the.
Order or not—if they are, of what Division. To be direct,
For two hours the long procession was drag to raise the window; at the same time re-i an effect upon so large a portion of society,
Intemperance and War,
they will receive that liberal encouragement which ed to John H. Hartford, G. S., Augusta, free of postage.
ging its way through the streets of Paris ev marking to him, that he “hoped he would see' But ‘he was now fully satisfied, and willing
Applications to open new Divisions must be signedbyat ltan
The evils of intemperance are greater than those
ery where hemmed and hedged in with an that no more alcohol was thrown upon the! to abandon his former principles and course, of war, famine and pestilence combined. War has cheir superior merit so richly deserves Give them eightpersons, who must be men of goodstanding in community,
Mr. Sharp consented to his offer, and the
imposiug military force, that rendered every stove.” The Constable replied, that “ no
justly been denominated the scourge of nations.— good houses.
attempt at a rescue fruitless. At last the car spirits had been thrown upon the stove ; and Court discharged him. We made up a purse
T emperance I I ai .l in B altimore . —T he Sons
Whether regard be had to its vast expenditure of
jjj= W e have received a communication from a
riage stopped at a spot near the centre of the if there had been, it could not be obnoxious Isufficient to purchase him a new coat: he
of Temprance of Baltimore, are building a splen
wealth,
to
its
gigantic
demoralizing
tendency,
or
to
Ladv in Ilallowell, who appears much engaged in did Hall in that city, to be dedicated especially tiv
then left for home, much better satisfied with
Place Louis XV, between the gardens of the to the Court, there being no fire.”
the destruction of human life involved in it, by all the cause of temperance, she says that a united the great cause of Temperance, fr is to cog
Mr. Sharp, counsel for the town, enquired his la tter thaw fo r m e r friends.”
Tuilleries and the Champs Elysees.
Christian communities it has been ranked among the and energetic effort in the good cause is much about ($20,GOO. A correspondent of the Phila
In haste, Yours,
‘O bserver.’
The place was lined with cannon, and the whether it was not “the breath of the reseverest of temporal calamities. The means which
This
excrowd reached as far as the eye could see on I spondent,” who stood very near
needed in Ilallowell. It appears from her letter, delphia Courier gives the foil wing discription of
I thought, while reading the above, what
of the design of the building.
cited a laugh, lor such was the fact; upon nn exact representation the Deacon is of-.Mor- have been adopted by civilized nations to adjust dif that the rum holes under the name of beer shops
every side.
It is to be situated in Gay street’ opposite to
“This is the place, is it not? ” whispered whie.li the Deacon moved off a short distance, al Suasionists at these times The Deacon, ficulties without resort to the effusion of blood, mani are fast increasing; that the Selectmen are not in the neat Odd Follows’ Hall, and workmen are now
fests
a
growing
aversion
to
barbarous
contest.
The
Louis to his confessor, and then with an air turned his face from the Court, and holding undoubtedly, was a man of considerable infavor of temperance movement, one of whom, she I engaged in removing the old buildings which stood
of the most perfect self-possession, descended on with one hand, while he made some rather fluence and respectability, but liked a leetle controversy at present existing between this country says, keeps a sufficient supply of Brandy on hand upon the lot, preparatory to laying the foundation.
The entire size of the building will be 44 feet 10
from the carriage and undressed himself with- comical gestures with the other, launched occasionally ; and, very likelv, had drank with aQ4 Mexico, has produced a wide spread sensation
fur his own use. She also complains that three inches front on N. Gay street, by 90 feet deep,
out the aid of his executioners. The men forth into, if possible, a more patriotic strain, j these rummies. But he never supposed him- Whatever view of its necessity exist among different
approached to pinion his arms. A rnomen- He was several times interrupted by his bios-; selY such a benefactor. When I hear an in- phases of politicians, all unite in deprecating the ap- ~of tire Hotels keep a sly bar; that one of the wiih'a wing for a stairway.in the rear, 2 - 1 feet deep
by II feet 4 inches wide. T h e front of the
tary anger seized him as lie exclaimed, “No,: somed nose friends. One of the advocates of. dividual preaching exclusive Moral Suasion, I propriation ofso muchnational treasure, and in la- Justices o f the Peace, keeps a rum-hole and re building,
on the first story, is designed for stores
I will not submit to that.” The executioners his principles, like Pat who came near break-!think how many lie is drawing after, or with |renting the great loss ofhuman lifeinvolved in a freshment room, from which he often turns out and will be supported by iron columns. The fiorft
some
eight
or
leu
drunkards.
called for aid, and were about to use force. ing his head upon the ice, in his first attempt him, or by his influence to ruin. Clear your! continued and numerous scries of battles, the most
of the second and third stories, to have six inch
W hat say the accused to the above—Guilty, or brick pilasters, with Ionic caps,fof freestone ; be
“Submit to this outrage,” said Edgworth, at skating, and wishing to turn the joke from j skirts from this crew, if you, like the Deacon, j sanguinary which have ever been fought upon this
tween the second and third story windows, there
“as the last resemblance to that Saviour who himself, cried out “A free country! Och ! lose one in so doing. Let those rumsellers i continent. Many a struggling soldier has bitten the not Guilty I
are to he five traingnlar emblems of the Order
an’ what a blessin’ it is, that when ye’re not and drinkers, who are not able to stand with-j ground in death. Were our whole soil to turn to
is about to reward your sufferings.”
S teamboats .—T he Kennebec, Charter Oak made of cast iron ; and the space between third
Louis yielded, and walked composedly to able to stand up, you’ve the liberty to fall j out holding on by the skirts of your influence,! blackness, and all our forests to be hung with unand forth story windows will be occupied bv a
the foot of the scaffold. As the King mount down!” This individual, as he sunk grad- i fall, and thereby save yourselves from dis-! folding crape, while the king of day himself came and Huntress, are all now regularly performing heavy wood Ionic cornice, about four feet deep.
ed the steps, he received the benedictions of ually down, holding on by the seat, blubbered grace, and the community from such scenes forth from liis chamber muffled in funeral habilments, their trips from this place. T h e two first to Bos- I be front of the fourth story to have six brick
his confessor: “Son of Saint Louis ascend out, “D-deacon, y-ye’re right! Drink, drink !” of misery. As many as fifty sellers and drink the occasion /or lamentation would not be more than ton and the last to Portland— they are all well pat-j pilasters, surmounted bv a cornice, supported by
to Heaven.”
This staggered the Deacon—his voice fal ers are following every Moral Suasionist, of suitably regarded, nor the sadness which reigns in ronized and must be doing a great business.— J two consuls on each pilaster. All the window
T
,
Tjr
i
j • I lintels on the front to be of cast iron
Advancing to the edge of the scaffold, the tered, and he was obliged to sit down. The ; influence, to ruin, and their sympathy wins many a stricken heart more than adequately ex
Last year the proprietors of the Kenneoec dt_________
King silenced the drummers that were placed Court here came near losing its dignity ; but lor them as strong an attachment as that be- pressed. So terrible is war, when once a just God vided net profits to the amount of $ 27,000—-The j p . OF q \ IN
H .—T he Grand Union of D. of
to prevent his words being heard, and spoke when Mr. Sharp (who then commenced his; tween the Deacon and his followers. When provoked by the sins of his stupid and rebellious
Charter $19,000. T h e owners of the John M a r - | T . , o f N . H ., was instituted in Manchester, on
these last sentences to the people.
argument) began to comment upon the testi- you are preaching, hark, and hear the rum- creatures, surrenders mankind to the rule of corrupt shall divided 50 per cent, on the valuation of their
aOtlt inst., by Mrs. F.. J. Black mar, who was
“I die innocent of all that is laid to my mony of the poor old lady, whose husband ; seller cheer you :—look! and see some fifty passions.
,,
.
. . . the vast. amount ol b u st-;i deputized for the purpose,
Boat.
These facts
show
1 1 ’ byJ the New York‘ Grand
charge : I pardon the authors of my death, and five sons, who had listened so often to human beings reeling up, to offer to you their
But intemperance is still more terrible. We have ness transacted between the Kennebec and Boston, j
and pray God that my blood may never rest the Deacon’s teachings, and considered them- grateful acknowledgements, for the good ser- a larger army of drunkards, than all of our milita
The following is a list of the Unions in N. IT.,
selves safe, were now in drunkards’ graves— | v'ce you are rendering them and their mas- ry forces which have entered Mexico. More treas T emp e ra n c e H ouse .— T he friends o f Tem per-j with the number of members:
on France.”
Morning Star. No. 1 , Nashua, 120 member.
He would have said more, but as his next the Court resumed a solemn aspect, and the
Do you fe e l p ro u d o f yo u r labors and
ure is squandered every few years, to regale giant ance should bear in mind, tlrnt the ‘Central H ouse,’ j Zenith. No. 2. --------- , 50.
words, “and you unhappy people,” were ut Deacon began to think it a serious matter, ca llin g ?
I* rank.
Orison, No. 3, Concord, 50.
alcohol, than has been, or is likely to be. devoted to in Augusta, is a thorough going Temperance
tered, Santerre forced the drums to beat and The fuels came out a little too strong to suit
sustain our Mexican armies. Demoralizing as ar House. It is well coudncted—and deserves the ! Blackmar, No. 4, Manchester, 21G.
B
ro
.
J
ewell
:
—On
Wednesday,
the
5th
drown his voice. In a moment the execution him—he therefore seized his hat and started
Aureola, No. 5, Dover, 40.
ers seized on their victim, he was forced un for the door, and the speckled visages ‘made of this month, our annual election of Town mies undoubtedly are, the train of the devastating patronage of the Temperance public generally.— j ------, No. 0 , M anchester,50.
wave
of
intemperance
is
more
crowded
with
the
See advertisement in another column.
officers came off, and the rum parly was suc
der the axe, then came the clank of the falling haste” after him.
W e are happy to hear that the ladies of the
fragments of whatever is morally valuable, than ev
--------------------------------'Granite State are in such a prosperous condition,
ron, and the deed was finished.
It was really amusing to see those, whose cessful rn “electing their men” with the ex
IE ?W e have received the April No. of B lack-j and hope they will lead the “ Sons” such a race
legs had before refused to support them, now ception of m oderator. Now, as bad and dis er followed a military train. As many as have fal
wood Magazine—American re-print. T his No. as they never entered into before. If the ladies
len
in
Mexico,
nearly,
if
indeed
not
quite,
as
great
couraging
as
this
looks
for
temperance,
we
calling them into requisition.
I concluded
this scene would be far the more interesting, claim it as a decided Temperance victory : a number fall annually from inebriation. As mul contains an article on the French Revolution.— \S ° belore the men v\id be sure to follow.
so I just took my hat and followed after. As though not such an one as we can much re tiplied as have been the funeral dirges; as nu The other articles in this No. are unusually inter
2 ’/te Daughters o f Cincinnati.— Since the insti
soon as they got out at the door, they all joice over. I, for one, had much rather suf- merous and thronged as are the mourning circles ; esting.
Letter from Frank, No, 3,
tution of the Order of the Daughters of Temperdeeply afflicted as have been the bereaved, quite as
mt
r>
A
rr.
,p - ance, a new impulse has been given to female
D ear P u b : —Manchester, the metropolis gathered round the Deacon, complimenting j fer defeat in a good cause, actuated by high
T he Publisher of I be Age will issue a 1 n - ; benevolence. Nor is its expression confined !«»
'
j and just motives, for a few times or short sea- great an amount of all similar ill consequences fol
of New Hampshire, is the next place 1 stop his speech as ‘first rate.’
weekly
paper
during
the
session
of
the
Legislathat crowning reproach of man, and curse of w0This was a rather conspicuous place, to son than to triumph and conquer by an in low in the train of the blood)' car of intemperance—
at. This city, like most other manufacturing
like a blood thirsty tiger gloating upon human lives ttire. No Tri-weekly will be issued from the man, intemperance, hut is manifested in numberstand
and
be
gazed
at
with
such
associates;
j
D
’iguing,servile,compromising
doughfaced
surtowns, has grown up in a year or two, and
journal office the approaching session.
i l-'i-'s tnt( rPr‘>Pt’ 111 en.iiity and social amelioration.
where, but a few years ago, was a lonely so the Deacon thought we had better leave.! render of manly independence and unflinch- and interests. If we mournfully cast our thoughts
W herever want and suffering exists, there is
over
tire
land,
and
contemplate
the
thousands
of
hu
But
the
fraternity,
not
wishing
to
lose
the
ing
integrity.
1
like
the
good
old
democratic
wilderness, is now a population of more than
uocuii.irly calculated to call forth woman’s
N ew E ncampment in M ai ne . W e learn,says
usage
of
“going
for
the
regular
nominations,’
man circles made sad by the havoc of war, shall we
sympathies, and woman’s relormino' inHiicnro.
1-5,000; and where was then heard but the company of so valuable and worthy a protec
the
Odd
Fellow,
that
the
brothers
of
Androscoggin
.
i
I he Daughters of Temperance, of Cincinnati,
idle roar of the Mernmac, and its echo from tor, followed close in his tracks, seeming to p a rtic u la rly if all concerned can have a voice not also equally sympathise with the far more afflict
the lonely and forest-clad hills, is now heard say ‘whither thou goetb, there will we also in making such nominations. If the rum- ed and miserable circles, whom Bacchus has bereav Lodge, of Lewiston Falls, Maine, are about cs- over two years ago, conceived a most excellent
c
, ’ ..nj
(audibly have \liev
If the measure of our symnathv he.deierm.'nou tablishing an Encampment ir-t that nl ice.
the spindle, the loom— paying its owner one be.’ ~I noticed the individual who had cheer- party (when ru m or no ru m is the issue) is ed.
*r—>vT
O
r,
,
7“
I carried it into practice, h was \he establishment
t>y me ammmi ui wretctiedness, as it certainly
ed
so
heartilv
in
the
court-room
not
vet
able
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(bv
cncnm^in,'ipoc
’
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million of dollars annually, and giving em t,u . u i i e a i u i y in u j l l u u i i i u u i m , no^yei a ore | WilI(.u l[)ey m vain have tried to overcome,) ought to be, shall we not an hundred times more j EO3 Moses S p r i n g e r , Esq., has been appointed of a House of Employment, where the virt“
stand,
ployment to more than 5.000 ppr«nr» Ca to
tai,l_determined, as they had been ovelv in ! t0 select tem perate men (called temperance condole with such as are rum-stricken, than with the Inspector at this Port, vice Maj. Esmond, remov- aru* industrious poor, could find work and wanes,
raDid has been the growth of this city.
ed.
! apd thus Ini saved from degradation— from tliel'rcthe forest in the immediate vicinity is cleared life, thus far. not now to be separated. Butj men, by the all talk and no work—or the all bereaved by war. Would that human sympathy !
----------------- — -------------j Hnpr,t transition from misfortune to crime. The
this
was
too
much
!
in
the
village,
too,where;
theory
and
no
practice
suasionists)
for
their
were ever as consistent, as strong, and a thousand ,
scarcely beyond its limits. About seventyFor the Fountain.
institution is under the supervision and a Temple
five rods from the outskirts of the city, on were many from‘out of town’ who had al- i candidates, and those candidates are not a- times stronger than it generally is. He who can ;
Progress of Revolution!!
. No. l^ xw
c w #f Wasl'i"s,on Ul,,“"
doubt that, to lose a son, a brother,or friend, by bruthe East, near the verge of the wood, is a ways considered the Deacon a very worthy! mong the regular nominees ofthe temperPtUslon in open R ebellion— T h e spirit which j
____
pious
man.
And
there
was
the
Rev.
Mr. | ance ticket; to have pledged m en,‘Sons’ too, alizing intemperance, is a thousand times more atspot marked by a simple stake, which is vis
C a d e ts Of T c m p erailC O
ited by all who stop at Manchester— the spot Rectitude, too, just driving past. He endeav- • ‘sp lit' and thereby g iv e ‘aid and comfort’ to fecting, in every evil comitant, than the same loss in provades Europe has crossed the Atlantic, and the :
A Section o f the C ad rls ol Tcinrwrare* HI.,!
upon which Parker was murdered ;—the deed ored to shake off, and clear himself from his! the enemy, helping their triumph, even in this battle, knows but little, of either the philosophy or scenes of Paris are l.,.'i„s enocled h, ,|le I m h c , ,
devoted followers; and, to avoid being seen i
'3 being divided against ourselves, and the effects of drunkenness. Is there a mother [.encefu! town of Pilttlon. i he cot.se « u.e pres. ..... . K cnnelm SsU on. No. 3 , was „ , U m Ze,i w ill,
as yet, involved in mystery.
Parker was the proprietor of a howling bv the E lder, he started upon the run,"' down ; we cannot stand. In this way the ru m m ies in the land, who woukljnot rather have her son mur ent outbreak, like that of the Revolution, ,. lnx_ city, last Friday evening. T h e following officers
alley and drinking saloon, by which lie had a cross-street. But this one at the coat tail, gained the day, and called it a ‘complete use dered by robbers, assassins or pirates, than that he cs. Several individuals in Pittston, being calwq " ' J ,0 phf1tsr’n f°>' 'he present quarter :—
n' " i
^>; tV:(^rfMV Jackson, \V » 5
acquired a fortune; no small part from those, more devoted than the rest, determined not to up’ .of the ‘domineering temperance clique,’ a should travel all the loathsome and ruinous way of upon to pay their taxes for the purchase of a fire I c.,i, ‘
* , T
or such as those,who committed this foul deed. lose his hold, but to see the end of the Dea- reform hy the way.
W hit., .ore . A T- H A Jfvd
-G A. G.
con’s race.
When a rum party are so hard pushed as inebriation, to at last fall into a dishonored grave, a Engine, absolutly refused so to do ; and when the
He was Collector of Taxes, and at the
victim to the fell destroyer.
officer called, as in duty bound, to take property,: *0°*Wif*’ -T‘
Hayes, G; C. O Weeks, U ;
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time had nearly $2,000 of the city’s money
W; J. VV. Wak« held, A \V.
The fall of the drunkard is without a single re he was resisted, and the property forcibly taker, i * \ y e
with him, and $1,500 of his own. He was and down he went, and on sped the Deacon,! are m erely nailed like lose coin to the read,' deeming trait.' If you can, go and sit beside her from him, and driven from the field of battle by ! encouragement'hl*>is ass,,cVa,i«>n will meet "iih
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when
temperance
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called from his house in the evening. Iiis
whom the retailer has bereaved of a husband, and the leaders of the Rebellion, who now have forti - 1 munity. T hey may1,1' <!,l|‘ 1 Pl i r ’ ‘ l) i1
.'‘lLCt l",
wife went to the door, and saw him leave, as friend, his coat tail, as a memento of former! nom inations cl a rum party for the^ sake ol
times.
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I
think
th e y - offer aught which can console her, in regard to the | filed themselves by placing barricades and chains in S<>° ‘ j ," or0, Tf’rh:iPh ln .• -q}ty nnj jn the long
she supposed, with one of his customers or
° u 'e \ S0('!C,y’ v- if the youth are
associates—(a frequent occurrence.) He was out of breath—called for a room—entered,! are weH qualified to represent such a constit- departed. How different is it in the case of the be- I front of their premises. W hat the result of this 1 J l ! !“ ?
found upon this spot the next day, with his and locked the door, uttering as many curses uency and become ‘cat s paws’ for the nni- reaved by war. At least, the victim died in the ser- ]outbreak may be, time only can tell. W e tremble | there will be but a slim chance6? P a m ,Pm
S epg ec ord .
! a,'d his supporters,
when the rising
' ' r apHcra*
c 0
throat cut, and near him the knife, and also as he possibly could, for a Christian man, up-i mals who elected them. As professed lem vice of hi country, with a cool head, and a fond [for the future!
.
----------------------------- ---tion sha nave come on tiie stage of active
the club with which he was knocked down. on the heads'of his devoted followers. T he! perance men, they must feel cheap to hear recollection of absent relatives. Jn the expiring
i R a/h Tribune.
A Letter from Gen. Tayloi
They were tracked—(from appearances there more sober portion reached the Inn nearly as j filthy rummies rejoicing and exclaiming— hour, if not before, he might have made peace with
soon
as
he,
others
further
behind—all
along;
‘we
have
gained
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day
and
elected
our
his
God,
and
secured
an
impelishable
inheritance.—
were a number concerned in it)—some dis
B a t o n R o u g e , La., Feb. 6 , 1848.
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R h o d e I s l a n d . — T he Grand Division has just
D ear S ir :— Your letter of the I 2 tli u!i., in re closed its session. T h e evidences of progress, as
tance, by a light snow, to where they took a from the court house to the Inn, (about fifty: me na^ hollar!’ ‘Our men’ how sweet Attempt to suggest aught of this to the bereaved by
rum, and she will justly regard you, as mocking her lation to the next Chief Magistrate of the country exhibited by tiie returns are most cheering. In
carriage in waiting, when all traces were lost. in all) following, as near as possible, in the j ^lat- sound !
This cold-blooded deed but fixes to the long footsteps of their illustrious predecessor.— : d’he Town voted not to license any one, woe. and adding fuel to that flame, which has al has just reached me. In reply to which I have to three months the Order has nearly doubled. Two
so far as I am concerned, I have not chang new Divisions have been organized.
list another evidence of the woful effects of They all gathered about the door as soon as! u o i even f o r m edicinal or m echanical purpos- ready almost consumed her spirit. In almost every state,
ed the position T first occupied, ns regards mv bethey
arrived,
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Deacon.
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all
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to
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which
it
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viewed,
especially
ill
its
ap
intemperance. Verily, “he that taketh the
The Sons o f Temperance.—T h is branch of the
..
l
, ing a candidate for that high office. A t the same
sword shall perish by the sword” ! He had was too much, to be thus disgraced by this prevent, (as they say) the temperance folks pa ling aggregate, intemperance must be regarded j time, such has been the indications of the people, temperance army now numbers 29 Grand Divi
robbed his hundreds, and in turn the robber drunken crew, and he cursed himself a bund-j from getting their liquor and drinking behind as a calamity immensely greater than war.
j irrespective of party, as evinced by large meetings sions, 2,BOO Subordinate Divisions, and about
It is established in every
"
-------jin many of the States in favor of my being a cin- 100,000 members.
fell a victim, and perhaps to the necessities of red times for his folly in attempting to defend j the door and keeping drinks for m edicine ’
this
miserable
band.
Pie
at
last
cams
out
and
wise
idea
that;
too
good
to
be
spoken
by
a
Bivi^iOUS i l l N c w h b o i i s o o d s .
i didate for the office in question, as to justify me, State ol the Union,and is extending to other coun
those whom he had before robbed. The one
Doctors are, in T
, ,
| T
. a „ ,
’
| without departing from the course I have marked ! lr‘es*
robbed without fear; the others feared our requested me to get them off, or he w a sa ‘ru-j rummy, save in derision.
In order that the Institution of the Sons of Tern- ont t 0 pursue, ,0 accept a nm nhw tion f rom a X n- '
— ------------------------ --unequal laws, and killed their victim to hide inecl man.’ I told him I would—and did try;' mY opinion (perhaps ignorantly— and not so
perance or any other Temperance organization, may | tional Convention, should such be held, fo r the Pres- j L e t t e r f r o m D r CooLiDGE.-0.tr readers will
their own guilt. Both alike in principle; told them the Deacon was sick and wished! ignorantly either; for science has proved to fully catty out its benevolent objects, its opetations tdency. fio m the h lugs or Democrats, or from both be glad to hear front the prisoner, savs the PrisonThis only increased their us ^oag ag°> that alchohol is a slow, but sure
money, their equal aim— first; means, their them to leave.
end influence must be extended into sparsely settled [should they think proper to lender it, without being j er’s Friend, and we shall be glad to "comply with
study and last consideration. Do you say anxiety to see him. It was evident that theirs j a rid f a t a l poison ! and that which taken inter- districts. But comparatively a small proportion af j pledged, or evey considering myself so, to advocate i his request. We. never knew that the law contemwas
no
professed
friendship;
it
was
real,
pure;
naliy
destroys
the
health
and
life
ol
the
iccll
this is an unjust comparison ? Is not he who
the population of our State is located in large towns\Ue vu,f s or opinions o f cither. And I again r e - 1 plated solitary confinement. W e thank him for
ruins a man and his family, to obtain his and they were determined not to leave one in j a n d vigorous m an, cannot wisely be called a
i , l l r i r r r t 0 tt.. , v.
.
:
peat, 1 nave no aspirations for civil office, and am » his friendly epistle, and on another occasion, as
trouble,
who
had
done
so
much
for
them;
who!
medicine,
or
be
expected
to
restore
the
sick
" 11
ion,y a "ancuaaie so xar as the good people of the j our paper is now just going to press, we shall be
money, equal in principle with him who cuts
a person’s throat, to obtain it ? Money is the had lent his eloquence in defence of their lib- and pro stra te m an to health,) retarding the pictly, so that with comparatively small effort a : country have made me so; and those who are not happy to send him an answer in return.
"
T uomaston April 1 0 1348.
object of both, and they employ means to erties, They were, I found, fully determin-i rause of temperance; by so frequently and Urge number can regularly congregate, can more ; willing to vote for me without pledges lor the!
Presidency, let them cast their votes at the proper j D ear F riend : Please pardon me, 1 beg or
obtain it too nearly allied for me to make a ed not thus to forsake their friend and bene- universally prescribing liquors as medicines, easily sustain a Division and appropriate its bene- time
or to he mixed with medicines. Many a vic fits. But, on some accounts it is even more desiia- lln‘e for
f those
l,,ae who
u 1 0 wi make them. And should j you for addressing you these few lines, and redistinction.
The law prevents a frequent factor.
one of
___
__ __
__ __
or whom be prefe____
..referred to
mvself
a n_d hnnnr,-M
’ •
f
tim
has
fallen
in
this
way
,
and
may
keep
bie to organize associations in the country, than in wiih
tLni high
Lioti station, it will be neither a a matter
. d i ? u? 6,Un? y ° u . 1 0 forward me your paper. (T h e
I finally concluded that I would go up and
occurrence of the one—and oh ! do we not
with that
Prisoner’s
Friend.)
I have no right to make iho
‘corned’
on
‘Jaundice
Bitters’
and
the
like.
villages. While thick settlements enjoy high privi ot disappointment or mortification to me.
feel the painful necessity of some remedy for see him, and if necessary, give him some ad
request, except through that fountain of human
Doctors,
pause
and
reflect
and
find
a
better
leges
of
a
social,
scientific
and
moral
nature,
sparse
vice.
I
accordingly
went
in,
and
found
him
the evil of the other!
With considerations of highjrespect and esteem,; sympathy, the heart,
substitute, or lay no longer claims to the settlements are mostly deprived ef these, and hence your
obedient servant,
Z. T A Y L O R . | ' I tequJsl it, because 1 aam excluded from this
The Lobby, or Lock-up, is a cellar under walking the floor apparently in considerable
C. H. D.
a® in greater need of an organization similar to
world; its flowers, its joys and happiness are en
the Post Office, where I this morning found mental agony. Tears started from his eyes healin g a rt.
Ireland. T h e following is a specimen of some ded. Yes, all odnsumed within this narrow and
P. S. You will perceive our Town meet Divisions. The opinion has sometimes prevailed,
“one of the b’hoys”— dressed very genteelly as I saluted him. as ‘Deacon.’
of the language used by the Dublin Nation, the gloomy cell forever, f request it, because by its
ing
was
on
Wednesday
instead
of
Monday,
— who had, it appeared, got pretty “essentially
‘What shall I do, said lie, a’int this a fine as has been the custom ; the reason was, to tint it is generally difficult, if not indeed too impr'ac- organ of the ‘Young Ircdand
title, it will help me to create a world for myself.
ticible, to get up and sustain Divisions composed of
corned” the evening previous, by which means scrape I’ve got into ? ’
Ireland s opportunity, thank God and France, A world I anticipate that will be possessed of
prevent the rummies from electioneering on
he got lodgings here, at the expense of only
‘Deacon, this is bad business,’ said I, ‘many Sunday as they usually do, and disturb the auy considerable number except in thick settlements. has come at last ! Its challenge rings in our ears power, that can raise up beautiful visions that
five dollars ; cheap enough !
a man has been thus disgraced, by aiding peace of the commnity by driving all over Sifcli an opinion is regarded as error. Existing in- like a cull to battle, and warms our blood like will have a tendency to assuage the gloom of this
I entered the Post Office and found a letter their fellow's.’
stances fullv illustrate the fact, that, when once set wine. It demands of us what mission we have to dungeon.
town 'd ru m m in g up recruits.’
entrust to its ministry, so often and so fervently
from Observer, in which be informed me
I request it, that it may assist me, perhaps some
‘I never aided them,’ said he, ‘and I wished
about the work, sections of population consideraby evoked. W e must unite, we must act, we must
that he should not be able to meet me here as they had been some where else before I’d j O ldtoum , A p r il IS, 1848.
scattered, even beyond what is common in agncul- leap all barriers, but those which are divine ; if day, in describing the gloom of a prisoner’s cell,
lie had expected, owing to his detention at
tunl districts, can succeed in this matter to great needs be, we must die rather than let this provi who is condemned to he executed ; and, too, that
‘You area ‘Moral Suasionist.’ I believe, J TcflcliCI S Institute ill
d ld ob oi 0 . perfection. Where considerable unity of feeling dential hour pass over us unliberated. Do not it may assist rue in establishing that faith which
E vilborough, to observe the proceedings of a
all need beyond the grave; that, faith which
! Mr. E ditor: I noticed by an advertise- upefi most subjects exists, effort will be most ear (continues he) that France is exhausted.— we
court of enquiry, before Justice R egulator; Deacon?’
will carry ns safely through the dark valley of
‘I am.’
' ir.enl in your valuable paper, that in Waldo- likey to prove successful. It is notorious, that the Event will lead on event, as hour ushers in hour. death to the happy home where misfortune and
held annually, to investigate the conduct of
the inhabitants. The first case he describes
Well, this is but the natural effect of such j boro’ an Institute has been established for the majority of country people, in general, enjoy quite See how they have followed each other already ; suffering are to he no more.
as follows:—
logic; they consider that you are laboring for ! benefit of the teachers of that town. This is as gtod opportunities for reading and general im within a week the minister’s resignation, the K ino’s j If you conclude to grant my request I can only
flight, and the republic’s birth. ° No republic can | in return to your sympathizing and generous heart,
The first person put upon trial was a well them— for their liberty, &c. He could’nt a precedence well worthv the attention of evprovement, as those who reside in crowded settle- stand in France which is not aggressive. Neither
offer such feelings of gratitude as language can
dressed, good looking man of about forty-five, bear liberty— he flew into a passion in a mo- ery town in the state. The friends ol educamens, and hence are usually well informed. The Citn war take place in Europe without England. not describe,
with flashed countenance, and nose tipped ment, and ordered me out; calling me a ‘mean ; tion in Waldoboro’ have done nobly.
LinThe
first
gun
that
E
n
g
la
n
d
fires
unit
be
the
"sunset
I cannot close without saying once more, that if
with a peculiar red tinge. I ascertained from fellow, for making fun of his speech.’ I as- coin County is behind every other county in want of amusement in the country, drives the peo gun o f her dominion in Ireland. T h e considera
there is anything wrong in making this re
a bystander, that he was a Deacon, (an ap sured him I intended no such thing, and he the stale in her operations to advance the ple t* improve their leisure in the adoption of means tion is not now of when, but ot how, Irish inde quest
I pray thee to forgive me. You have rny
pellation oftener used than deserved,) and had cooled down. However you may consider it, cau se of education. Waldoboro’ has begun of gieater improvement, When once au interest is pendence is to be won. T h e time is at hand ; it Irendship, such friendship ns springs from an un
awakened,
the
distance
of
travel
to
the
place
of
comes
with
the
deep
sounding
of
a
sea
filling
its
been put upon trial for the bad influence he Deacon, said I, these fellows consider you as the work in the right way—and it is hoped that
polluted source, and will last in all coming
exerted in that community, by aiding a their friend, and you must expect to receive every other town in that county will imitate meetpg will be scarce at all regarded, so that, within channel. Are the people readv ! They must— time. Yres, though all succeeding days of misery
and despair that I may experience in this cell.—
vicious class of retailers of ardent spirits in some demonstration of their gratefulness for her example. The session of “the Teacher’s a conrenient distance, a very adequate number can they must be ready. ‘Now or n e v e r!’
Your cause is one of unlimited interest in the good
continuing their traffic. The court room was the services you have rendered them. This Institute,” held at Wiscasset last fall was not be convened. We hope that these and other con
A good non-resistant out West is so faithful to of humanity, and I wish you God’s speed in your
full; a large portion of those present I dis compliment started him a little, but I satisfied generally known in season, to a large part of siderations, will induce our friends in the country to
pledge that when a flea bites him on one cheek noble efforts.
! the county for the teachers to attend— the commence efforts to double the present number of his
covered to be members of the red nose,cocked him ol its truth.
he quietly takes up the little animal and places
Vcrv respectfully, your obedient serv’t,
Dtvisbns in the State.
‘Well, I can’t Help what’s passed,’ said h e,! consequence was, but few attended.
hat, and carbuncled visage fraternity. I saw
him on the other cheek that he mav bite that also.
V. P. COOLIPGE.
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quorum to proceed to business ; but some members
Counterfeit two dollar bills on the Burlington, I M P O R T A N T L E T T E R F R O M W O R T H ' TO THE FRIENDS OF TEM PERANCE!!
of Congress had left Queretaro, under the pre Vt., are in circulation.
C A R O L IN A .
TEMPERANCE HOUSE at AUGUSTA
tence of reluctance to vote for the treaty. From
Fayetteville,
C., March 2, 4847.
T he Normal School Bill passed the Senate of Dr. Seth W. Fowle—Dear Sir.N. For
F R I D A Y M O RNIN G, APRIL 28, 1848.
the very earnest and indignant manner of which
two years past I
have been more or less troubled with a oough. During the
n
WOULD respectfully announce that he
the Star mentions this subject, we infer that the N. York at the last hour of the session.
is prepared to -accomodate the travel
gravest apprehensions are entertained lest a suf
The April number of the Democratic Review, past year, I was taken with a severe pain in the left side
HIGHLY CONCE NTRATED
accompanied
by
a
very
bad
cough,
and
a
raising
of
blood;
Arrival of the Steamship Acadia.
ling
public in the best manner and on th<
ficient number of factions Deputies should with contains a portrait of the Hon. Joshua A. Lowell probably a quart or more. In addition to this I sweat pro
Bfe A
a B
most favorable terms, at his establishment
Five days later from Europe.
draw to prevent a quorum from assembling.
and a notice of his life.
fusely at night, which induced me to apply to a physician,
in Augusta, known as the C E N T R A L
As to the probable action of the Mexican Con
T h e steamship Acadia, Capt. Stone, from Liver
bat
received
no
permanent
benefit.
I
then
procured
a
bot
H
O
U
SE
,
delightfully
situated
on
the
corner
of
State
St.
The Hibernia had 92 passengers out and be- ; tle of Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry which seemed to
and Avenue, next the Augusta House. The House is kept
pool 8ih inst., arrived at Boston on Sunday, after gress, the Star of the 4th inst. says : —
tween $400,000 and $500,000 in specie—$456,-! have the desired effect. I continued to use it, and my ap on strict Temperance Principles, and every attention is pai< Onrcs the worst Diseases that ever prey
‘1 ne treaty having been adopted by the constitu
noon. She had a pleasant passage arriving at
975.
) petite, which had been very poor, returned, and with it to the wants and wishes of customers, to ad who wisl
ed on the Human System, and saves
11a la fax on Saturday at one A. M., and left two tional authorities of the United States, it is now
my strength was restored. After taking four bottles I was pleasant accommodations, and to be lree front the sight
Thousands of Lives Annually!
Mexico’s turn tt) show her hand on this important
In New Orleans the whigs have elected their completely cured, and have enjoyed good health since.
hours afterwards
alchoholic liquors, in any form, this House is recommended.
The commercial news is not any more encourag matter All eyes are, and will continue to be, di Mayor. Also in Brooklyn, N. AL, Albany, N. Y.,
‘ DAVID 11. BELL.
Its peculiarly pleasant location renders it a very desirable r p i i r s Sarsaparilla will bear TWO QUARTS OF
The editor of the North Carolinian, albeit strongly op resort for those who wish an agreeable seclusion from the -L WATER to a Bottle, and then be far superior
ing than were prior advices. Cotton, which haJ rected towards Queretaro, to await the action of and in Portland, Me.
to any in use. It is put into* the Bottle in its FULL
posed to puffing “ quack medicines,” but believing that more public mart; while for the man ot business it
sustained itself as well as any product, had fallen the Mexican Congress. W e sincerely hope that
It appears that in China a man condemned to
half a farthing per pound, and the accounts from the friends of peace will have no reason for dis death can procure a substitute for about £50 sterl- i Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry ought, not to be classed equally desirable on account of its proximity to the ccntri STRENGTH and power, without reducing it, and
with that sort, cheerfully testifies to his knowledge of the of ...
........ The
..... friends of Temperance who wish to pa- tins is done for the special benefit of those who use
business.
the manufacturing districts are still gloomy. rl tie appointment. W e cannot believe that they will ing, and is often allowed to do so.
truth of Mr. Bell’s statement in regard to the efficacy ofl tronize TEMPERANCE HOUSES in preference to oth it, as it is objected to all other Sarsaparillas that they
price of bread stuffs was also lower, at the latest have. As we remarked in a recent article, it is
the Balsam.
ers, arc solicited to give the Central House their patronage. are Weak, Clumsy, Adulterated, and are wholly in
Upwards of fortv-fivc thousand barrels of Mack
Mark Lane market the downward movement was more for the interest of Mexico than of the Uni
None g e n u i n e , u n l e s s s i g n e d I. B u t t s o n t h e w r a p p e r . .
From 20 to 25 members of the Legislature can be ac capable of reaching the seat and cause of the dis
For sale in Gardiner by C. P. Branch, G. M. Atwood commodated
quite decided. Nevertheless, at London, Ameri ted States that a treaty of peace should be ratified* erel have arrived in Boston from the British Prov
with board at the approaching session, ot: ease. But this Sarsaparilla comes warranted to be
and A.T. Perkins. Sold also by dealers generally.
can Flour, of fine quality, had brought nearly pre and she should not make the very slight modifica inces, since September last.
reasonable terms.
tions said to have been made by the American
vious rates, on account of its scarcity.
Passengers by Stage and Steamboat, ave informed that
The popular vote in New Hampshire appears to
[From the Boston Post.]
they will find at this House all the comforts and luxuries o!
T h e London money market was getting tighter, Senate ground for its rejection.’
lie in favor of the expediency of a law prohibiting
NAPLES HAIR DYE.—This chemical preparation a well regulated Temperance House.
than any other, and Six Times Better, Safer, Surer,
40
The Mexican Bonds.—The five million dollars the sale of intoxicating liquors as an article of will color the hair any color, from a light brown to jet
notwithstanding the limited demand and abund
and Cheaper than all others. T H IS Sarsaparilla
ance ot supply, which uas caused by the deplor irt Mexican bonds, which the house of Manning &
black
and
not
injure
the
liair
or
stain
the
skin.
MEW TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT! has bestowed on it some of the best MEDICAL tai
able state of tilings on the continent. T h e E n g  Mackintosh expected to receive in discharge ot drink.
For sale in Gardiner by G. M. A t w o o d .
6m27
ents and Skill, in the world ; and CURES all the
The last child of Queen Victoria is a daughter.
lish stock market was flat. Consols were steady their loan of $ GOO,000 to Santa Anna— who at the
B, J. H I C K S ,
Sickness, KILLS all the Pain, REMOVES all the
time was at the head of the Supreme Government 1She lias now six children—two sons and four
ot 80 1-4 to 80 3 8.
TOULD respectfully inform the citizens of Gardiner Suffering that it is in power of Human means to do.
The political state of G reat Britain does notap- — have been disposed of at one million one hun daughters. The keeping of these children costs
and vicinity, that he he has fitted up the rooms over It Cures S C R O F U L A , D Y S P E P S IA , J A U N 
pear to have changed since the departure of the dred thousand dollars, l'h e purchaser is Senor the English people about $2,000,000 annually.
Wsi. P a l m e r ’ s S t o r e , and intends carrying on the
T O U T OF G A R D I N E R .
Tailoring Business, in all its branches. Having had con D IC E , L I V E R C O M P L A IN T , H U M O R S
Sarah Sands. The great Chartist meeting, which Berslegan. He pays $600,000 in cash, $100,000
The pioneer locomotive for tiie Atlantic & St.
C A N K E R , C O S T IV E N E S S . R H E U M A 
siderable experience in the business, he flatters himself that
was to have been held on the 3d inst. was post in instalments, and $400,000 in bonds. The lat Lawrence Rail Road, was put upon the track, (op
ARRIVED.
he can giye his customers as good f i t s as they can get in
T IS M , C A N C E R , D E B I L I T Y OF T H E
poned to the 10th.
ter may' possibly be had for $50,000, which will posite the Portland Company's Works) one day
Thursday, April 20.
Boston, or elsewhere.
S Y S T E M , and even/ disease which arises
IR E LA N D .
bring the whole cost of the bonds recently adver last week. She is called the Path Finder.
CUTTING done at short notice, and warranted to fit,
Brig Merchant, Whitmore, Richmond.
from IM P U R E B L O O D .
Tiie state of Ireland may be gathered by the tised for sale at $750,000.
if properly made.
40
Arnagh, Conlen, Halifax.
There are two languages that are universal ; the
following from the London Morning Chronicle of
Sell Catharine, McLeod, Boston.
language of love and the language of money.—
N o tic e ,
Margaret, Lincoln,
“
7lh in st:—
Money Matters.
Maria, Baker, Truro.
LL the logs remaining in mv Boom and creek, after
T he gals understand the one, and the men the
Ireland (there is no use disguising the fact) is
T hf. A c.\ dia S teamer brings no glad tidings other, all the world.
k CO’S SARSAPARILLA!
Clinton,
Gorham,
New
Bedford..
the
21st
DAY
of
MAY, will be sold at Public Auc KELLEY
on the eve of an insurrection ; men are sharpen from any part of Europe. In France the acting
Atlantic, Rowe, Rockport.
tion where thev lav, to pay the Boomage, and other ex
A PHYSICIAN, who is truly the most distinguish
ing pikes, and practising with rifles, and organiz government had seized upon two railroads and ta
penses.
40
C. S. FREEMAN.
Texas, Baker, Salem.
It. is said the Directors calculate that the North
ed of any in a large City for professional Skill, CER
ing street battles, and learning how to erect barri ken about ten millions of dollars from the Bank ern Railroad will open for freight and travel from
Caroline, Soule, Bath.
TIFIES. astonishing as it may seem that he ac-~
Esimeljec
and
Portland
Rail
Road,
cades ; and the only thing that can be called a Three percent,
Opliir.
Boynton,
Boston.
tually CURED a case of C O N SU M P TIO N with
Rentes had fallen to 32, and the Ogdensburg to Lake Champlain by the Middle of
Friday, April 21.
movement on tiie part of the authorities to meet financial condition of France was rapidly approach- 1August 1849.
NOTICE i s h e r e b y g i v e n t h a t t h e thirteenth <§■ Kelley & Co’s Sarsaparilla ; and says “That there is
Sch Plreetoi, Brannan, Boston.
%fourteenth a s s e s m e n t s otjive dollarse a c h h a v e b e e n no medicine in which he has so much confidence for
this rebellion, has been the paltry prosecution in ing to general bankruptcy. On the day for resume- ! m.
. he
, a weekly
,,
, . ween T
Consort, Dyer, Truro.
m a d e u p o n e a c h s h a r e s u b s c r i b e d f o r i n t h e capi “DISEASES OF THE LUNGS.”
s
v J
4 here •is to
mail•, bet
Liverstituted against some of the leaders ol it for se I tion
Some will mar
of payments by the mercantile and trading pool and New York and Boston. The first Steam
Lucyanner, Marson, Saco
tal stock o f t h e K e n n e b e c & P o r t l a n d R a i l R o a d vel at this REMARKABLE Cure, but hundreds are
dition.
Saturday,
April
22.
community, 27,000 protests were made at the er of the weekly line left Liverpool on Saturday
C o m p a n y , a n d t h a t th e s a m e will b e due a n d p a y a b l e on
knowing
to
the
fact.
This
INESTIMABLE
Sarsa
Charles Willm er’s Times says :
Brig Lexington, Brett, Boston.
t h e first day o f June n e x t .
Bank of France, and 6,000,000 of its discounted
parilla is also doing wonders in foreign cities. And
last.
A proclamation altogether forbidding, not mere-1
Sch
Lion,
Baker,
“
By
order
of
the
President
and
Directors.
paper unpaid.
T h e government securities of
says
Betsey & Deborah, Tripp, Portland.
ly the march of the intended army through the j Holland and Belgium had fallen about one half in I An amusing blunder occurred a few days since,
JOS. McKEEN, Treasurer.
Mary, Partridge, Boston.
Brunswick, April 22, 1848.
streets of the metropolis, hut even its assemblage | market value, in apprehension of popular outbreaks i in a telegraphic communication from Mobile to
S I R B E N J A M I N B R O D 1 E ',
Ann Marta, Finney, New Bedford.
N. B.—The above assessments will be received at the Surgeon to the Royal Family of England, “that
on Kingston-common, fins be issu ed.
or invasion by France. In Great Britian trade and ! New Orleans. The words to be sent were. ‘Mr.
America, Baker, Portland.
Gardiner
Bank,
for
Gardiner
and
vicinity.
40
Notwithstanding the government proclamation ! commerce had almost ceased beyond the supply of j Sevier is confirmed.’ They were duly reported,
there is no other medicine which is CAPABLE of
Lazereto, Hamlin, Yarmouth.
forbidding the Chartist meeting on Monday, the j
Daniel, Rogers, Cape Ann.
lliliiB c e 'y a n d l> re§s-IT 5akisig! doing so MUCH GOOD, and yet so INCAPABLE
daily wants, and the menacing aspect of Ire- | ‘Mrs. Sevier is confined.’
of doing injury.” What distinguished compliments
Wellington, Baker, Yarmouth.
members of the convention now in London have
are these ? Never was there a medicine honored
Oscar, Weymouth, Salem.
issued a counter proclamation, staling that the land and the Chartists depressed not only the pub- | The Telegraphic Spike Society, held a very
Boston, Bailey, Boston.
I
take this opportunity to inform her patrons with STRONGER RECOMMENDATIONS.
procession will take place, and requesting therein , tc funds but railway shares. A fear of sequestra- cr0W(]U(j meeting last Sabbath evening, at their
Sunday, April 23.
and the public generally, that she has received her CURES when every thing else fails, the
Nine nJ signatures were added to the
that all persons attending it should act peaceably | tion or interference by a revolutionary movement Ha]]
New
P
a
tt
e
r
n
s
for
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Sch.
Telegraph,
Waitt,
SaJem.
, induced holders to realise at the best cash price.— pledge. They are driving the spikes to some
and orderly.
Severest Scrofula and Humors,
and flatters herself that all work entrusted to her care wi
Sybil, White, Cape Cod.
I The Chartists had determined to push their meet- purpose.—Argus.
'l'he People’s Charter, as it is called, contains
be done in such a manner, with regard to Style, Dura-! where the flesh falls of!' the bones—the bones
Patriot, White New Yolk.
j iog, and operations for constitutional reform, in
bility and Finish, as will give perfect satisfaction. 40 diseased, and the DART OF DEATH seems ready
Tuesday, April 26.
six heads— 1, Universal suffrage; 2, vote by Bal
j defiance of governmental prohibition, and the j The New York Express says that the friends of
Brig Tomo, Coburn, Boston.
lot; 3, No Proper Qualification; 4, Annual Parli
to strike the sufferer. And the reason for this is, that
1swearing in of 200,000 special constables to | John P. Hale have made arrangements for bringSell
Massasoit,
Thompson,
Boston.
F o r S a le .
aments; 5, Payment of Members; 0, Equal Elec- keep the peace of London, aided by 10,000 troops, |ing out a weekly paper in that city, and intend
it makes the BLOOD perfectly Pure, Rich, Healthy,
Swallow,
Baker,
Newport.
TWO STORY Dwelling House, situ Quick. Free. Nutritious. It CURES all of those
torial Districts. T h e first we repeat, is the essen Their leaders had recommended a withdrawal of I making it a strong advocate of his claims to the
Galen, Kelly, Cohasaet.
ated
on
BEACH
STREET.
ALARMING cases of DYSPEPSIA and JAUN
tial one.
O r e l l a , ------ -- -------deposits from Savings Banks in order to cripple Presidency.
DICE, where the Liver is Swollen and Painful,
For Luther particulars apply to—
IT A LY .
SAILED.
the Bank, and depress government securities by
Strength wasting, appetite gone, Pulse weak and
Melancholy. Aliss Mary Thompson, of TopsWM. VY. BRADSTREET.
The Patria of Florence announces that a pohti- !
Saturday, April 22.
sales to raise the money for their re-imbursement. ham, a maiden lady, of about 70 years of age,
Feverish,
Skin Yellow, Nerves deranged. It re
April 26, 1848.
cal alliance, offensive and defensive, against Aus- ,
Brig Arnagh, Cenlen, St. Johns.
Queen Victoria had withdrawn to the Isle of committed suicide on the night of the L4th inst.,
stores Health, Strength, and Vigor to every disor
tria, has been concluded by the K in g of Sardinia ,
Sell. George Davis, Bearse, Boston.
dered function of the System—causing them to move1
X w e n tv D o lla r s S e w a r d !
Monday, April 21.
with the Pope, the King of Naples, and tlie grand ! W ight, to avoid personal annoyance or danger from by throwing herself from the toll-bridge between
,
i,
i will ibe paid
•, to any person who °n
And for its
the aproaching conflict.
By the new steamer j Brunswick and Topsham into the river.
Sch.
Statira,
Preble,
Boston.
8
3
IIF.
above
Reward
. just
J , as Nature requires.
-n ~
.. WONDEli.
Duke of Tuscany.
I
will furnish evidence sufficient to convict the scoun- 1 *F.L. Power over Diseases m every form, and part
American, the result of this Chartist demonstra- j
Token,
Baker,
Newport.
The Anstsian army on its retreat from Milan,
dl~
or
scoundrels/
who
bored
holes
in
the
Boat
used
by
I
which
no
oilier
medicine
possesses,
the
public
justly
The University of Mississippi advertises for
Alice, Talbot, Portland.
tion and Irish troubles will be received.
soon became disordered, and ended in absolute j
Herald, Thompson, Boston.
the Ferry Company, on the night of the 14th inst.
I s0 ‘e R
The importations of dutiable goods at New five Professors, one of them to be President of Ihe
flight. T he soldiers liarrassed, in disorder, and !
Meteor, Perry, Sandwich.
Gardiner, Ap,u i7.1348. _______ _ _
! M » s tc r R e m e d y o f flic
York inst week fell short of same week of 1816 by University. The salary of the President will be
without food, had the greatest difficulty to force a j
Carroll, Kcllev, Barnstable.
$1,000,000, but slightly exceeded the same week $2000, of the Professors $ 1500 and house will
N o t ic e .
| The great secret of all its triumphant success over
Tuesday, April 26.
passage through a country of which the whole
provided for them free of charge.
Sell. Maria, Baker, Truro.
dk-LI" ff’r?.ons illdel,tcd totl,e subscribers are requested j ull other Sa^apariUas, is, that it does not tamper
population had risen against them. General Rn- of last year. All the public journals agree that j
P3L to pay by the tenth of May next, or their accounts j with the patient, or prolong his sufferings. But it
At Fredricton, N. 13. an attempt was made on
detzki was obliged to abandon to the Milanese the ! money was easier towards the close of last week,
in that city ; hut the prices obtained for U. S. the 2d inst., assassinate a man named Mr. Genly. j
will he loft. for collection. A settlement becomes very nec-j first attacks the disease and stops it. then removes
whole of the wounded his ammunition, and a
essary as above, on account of a change in the concern to it, then brings up the flesh a fid strength Of a per
I Treasury Notes, Scrip and the fancies generally A gun was discharged at him through a window, I
y.
great portion of his baggage and artillery.
take place at that time. WESTON & McCURDY. | fectly pure Blood, so that the cure is always thor
do not confirm their statement. T h e advices rep while in bed, and some of the slugs lodged in the |
P R U S S IA , G E R M A N Y AND D E N M A R K .
Gardiner, Apn7gl848.
______________ ! ougb and permanent. Others only scatter, or backAcadia will discourage shippers of Cotton and j bed-post within ten inches of his head.
“
I
tell
thee
there
is
no
pow
er
T he trouble between the King of Denmark and Breadstuff-, and the doubts expressed by recent
W ? V V i T m ~ W hlY m orp
’ I en the disease, but this EXTIRPATES it wholly
To part us—but in death.”
k
iis
s
b
a
i
a
a
hi.
w
aem o re
f
the system_ this saves the patient’s life, while
his German provinces, and the announcement that i advices fiom Mexico as to a retification of the
The Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows holds its an-I
ILL
resume
her
school
for
A
oung
Ladies
and
enj anger it. The fwhole *Bof]y is 11)ade so
1Misses in
. the Congregaticnalist Vestry, on Mon- j;
the K in g of Prussia was marching to the assist amended treaty, disperit operators in fancy stock nual session in Portland, on Thursday, May 3d.— { In thi* town, 20th inst., by Rev. J. P. Weston, Mr.
healthy
by the use of this GIANT MEDICINE, the
ance of Holstein and Sleitvick, caused much and government securitiesd
a
y
,
the
first
day
of
May
next.
Benjamin
F.
Goodwin
to
Miss
Emetine
C.
Morrison;
—
The Masonic Grand Lodge has its session in the
System so vigorous—Mind so cheerful—Nerves so
4w37
Gardiner, April 3d, 1848,
Mr. Robert S. Starbird to Miss Abagail A. Goodwin—all
animation.
same city the preceding day.
[Barings’ Circular.]
quiet—Skin so fair—Spirits so buoyant, that MED1of this town.
POLAND.
To School Teachers,
L ondon , April 7.—Since our last of 2ith uit,
CAL COLLEGES, PROFESSORS, and Physicians
[Accompanying the above, we acknowledge the receipt
Raising the W ind.—A lady in Pittsburgh want
According to our latest accounts direct from j
HE
Superintending
School
Committee
of
Gardiner
of
liberal
slices
of
the
bridal
loaves.]
always
prefer it, for the sake of its Superiority.—
! market extremely depressed for almost every de ing a sum of money, sent round a subscription list
Warsaw, dated the 2fith tilt., no outbreak had scription
j
give
notice
that
they
will
be
in
session
at
the
dwell-[
In
Litchfield,
20th
inst.,
by
Rev.
Daniel
Blake,
Mr
Dan
Try
it. all you who are seeking the PRICELESS
of produce, and markets further declined. for a widow who had lost her two sons in Mexico.
ing house of the Rev. J. P. Weston, on Wednesday,BLESSINGS
the •
taken place. But it is impossible, in the present Each succeeding day seems to add to the complica
iel G. Cornish to Miss Aurelia Starbird,—both of BowdoinOF HEALTH!
2ct‘n day of April, inst.—Wednesday, the 3d of_May, and j
excited state of men’s minds, at a moftient when tion of political affairs in Fiance and on ihe Con In two wards she raised the sum of $26,36 in ham,
one
afternoon.
also
the
10th
of
May
next,
at
2
o’clock,
P.
M.
of
each
day,
■
LADIES,
MARRIED
& UBSMARRXED?
Tn
Augusta,
11th
inst,,
by
Rev.
Win.
A.
Drew,
Mr.
we see nations tossing up thrones, and playing tinent of Europe, and all export trade thither is
Heath, of Hallowe!!, to Miss Maria L. Grant of to attend to the examination of teachers. Examinations! It is for you, especially, that this Sarsaparilla is
pilch and toss as though they were crown pieces ] for the present suspended. In the- meantime, nu
Virginia Crops.— The Winchester Virginian! Wilson
will be thorough, and candidates will be required, amon made, as the “HEALING ART” has been tasked to
Norridgewock.
to answer for iho events of a single day. The merous failures have occurred at Paris, Havre, says—“W e never have seen a more cheering pros- j In Fayette, Frederick A. Chase to Miss Rachel L. Stnr- other things, to write the English Language correctly.
cause of Poland has a fair chance of success, but
Per Order of ihe Committee. the utmost to have it exactly suited to F E M A L E
pect
for
the
farmers
than
the
wheat
fields
present
tevant.
Marseilles, &c. and a general feeling of distrust j
COM P LA IN T S. These Complaints have never
Gardiner, April 3, 1848.
4w37
this success can or.ly be assured bv prudence.—
In
Waldoboro’,
William
Flanders
to
Miss
Harriet
to
the
eye
of
a
townsman.
T
he
wheat
lias
‘comej
been cared for as they ought; hence it is that all
Achorn.
The rashness and over-ardor of the Poles has ever prevails. This state of things, of course, is not; out of the Winter well.”
'(■’ without its effect with us and in the manufacturing i
the medicines which are used with the hope of Cure
S E I iK C T S C H O O L .
In Leeds, Samuel Hanson of Mt Vernon, to Miss Har
been the ruin of their prospects, 'l'he duchy of districts it is being severely felt, as this is the j
H ie License Law .— A bill has passed to the! riet Bates.
ISS E. W. WHITNEY would give notice to her so invariably and entirely fail. But this SarsaparilPosen is declared to be independent in all but usual peri
friends and former patrons, that the Spring Term! la has the SP E C IA L abilty, to cure every Disease,
for the largest Continental dr-ruand.— i third reading in the House, repealing all provi- l In Bath James L. Hunt to Miss Winaford Hunt, of
name by the King of Prussia. Gallicia will soon Money still continues abundant, but our Funds are
of her School will commence on MONDAY, APRIL 3d, J Affliction, or Pain, which comes under this head.—
Georgetown.
sions
in
our
present
law
for
granting
licenses,
and
he placed in a similar situation by its own efforts rather lower, Consols to-day leaving off at 80 5-8.
Augusta, 1st inst., by Rev. Mr. Allen, Chas B. Barker i n the Room over the store of Messrs. J. & J . S t o n e It regulates the secretions—corrects the irregulari
making any sale, in quantities less than twenty- of In
Water Street.
Norridgewock, to Miss Mary Ann Boyiugton.'
.or the consent of Austria. The Poles m a y then
ties of the Bystem—restores strength to every part
eight
gallons,
unlawful
except
for
medicinal,
me
Terms. $1,50 to $3,00—according to the studies pur —beautifies the complexion—imparts a flow of spir
organize, and when the favorable moment arrives
G r s a t B r i t i a n . —The estimated expenses and chanical.
sued
by
the
pupils.
its—cures palpitation of the Heart—removes Blotchthey may strike with less danger. But to encour- income of the English Government, expressed in
It is very desirable that all who purpose to attendthc ■ Pimn, _ F
.
‘ - revolt at Warsaw, or even in Poland proper, dollars, are, in round numbers, set down as folTemperance in in New Hampshire.—The ques
spring term, should be preseut at the commencement of the
,'r ” ,,
, ,
hut lead to the destruction of the insurgents j low s:
school
n36
!
Manufactured by
tion of license or no license which was submitted
elsewtu.
“ Why o’er the virtuous dead should mourners weep I
Gardiner, March 31, 1848.
J O S . L. K E L L E R & C O .,
to the people of N. Hampshire by the State Leg
$ 140,000,000 islature, has resulted in favor of a Jaw prohibiting
j Interest on National debt,
The virtuous never truly die—they sleep.”
„.
nv
FRANCE.
i C h e m is ts fy D r u g g i s t s , 10S M id d le S tr e e t ,
13.500.000 the sale of intoxicating liquors except for medici
The additioncv^ws jy(mi |v’rancCi
of consid Charges on Consolidated Fund,
B r ic k s ! B r ic k s ! I
P O I O X A U B , (M e .)
5,500.500 nal and mechanical purposes. The vote in twenLi this town, April 29th, Bro. George K. Glass, aged PT1NHE subscriber having a large lot of Bricks on hand,
erable importance. Mqie oaiverr.ment has remitted Caffree war,
29 years'.
and wishing to dispose of them, will sell chimney
the decree for
39.500.000
N. B.—This Effectual Remedy is the CHEAP
, the colleo. l U «,f 45 per cent, ad- !Support of the Navy,
ntv-eialit towns which have been heard from stands,
Bro,
Glass
was
a
young
man,
who
by
his
estimable
char
Bricks
cheaper
than
the
same
quality
of
Bricks
Van
be
ditional on me taxes ot the _,?qr ,J(J{ a Rew lax Support of the Army,
3.).500,000
A , ,,,,
EST Medicine in THIS COUNTRY ! Price only
acter had gained a strong hold upon the affections of all bought for in town.
WOODWARD THOMPSON.
75 cents per Bottle, and SIX Bottles purchased at
has been imposed on the salaries’. . ^ . ^ uj,jjc pUilc. Ordnance department,
15,500,000 4131 1 1 U J '
who
had
the
pleasure
of
his
acquaintance;
he
was
a
man
of
Gardiner,
March
20,
1848.
35
one time $1,00 dollars, for which small sum the
20,000,000 ! Oregon Railroad— A Washington letter writer noble heart and generous feeling towards others ; he had a
tionaries.
Miscellaneous,
' ,r — " ----- ~
worst cases of SCROFULA and HUMORS can be
-------------- ! states the select committee appointed by the House warm heart that felt for others woes, and wisherl the hap
Arago, Minister of Marine, is transferrer,o
C iirc flt H a r s a i i a s !
CURED!
$209,800,000 j of Representatives, will report unanimously in fa piness of all; he was a kind and a dutiful son,an affection
Ministry of war, but to hold, ad interim, the
Total,
ILLIAM PALMER has received a large lot of new
Agents in G A R D IN E R — Wholesale and Retail.
vor of the railroad project of Mr. Whitney, and in ate brother, and a well respected and esteemed citizen.—
folio of the Marine bureau.
T he income is estimated as follows
ROOM PAPER, which will be sold CHEAP.
CHARLES P. BRANCH, A. T. PERKINS, HEN 
Gardiner, Apiil 12, 1848.
Paris was quite quiet, and the accounts from t histn.,.,
^ 9 8 700 000 I favor of granting him whatever portion of the pub- During a protracted and lingering illness, which he bore
RY
SMITH, Druggists.
the utmost patience, although at times with great suf
Lyons announce the complete restoration of t r a i l - i E x c i s
^65,000,000 lie domain may be necessary for the completion of with
fering, a pleasant smile was always seen on his visage.—
Sole Agent in Pittston, Gideon Barker; Richmond,
In
<9 O K S.
&
- 6 L A S S E S
the
enterprise.
The
committee
have
reduced
the
quility in that city. The elections for officers of j Stamps
35.000. 000
A fond mother, affectionate brothers and sisters, and kind
John Avery: Hallowed, II. J. Selden 4’- Co. and John
the National Guard, had, generally speaking, ter- .Taxes,
AT W H O L E S A L E AND RE T AI L BY
21.000. 000 proposed bill of lands, from 16 cents per acre to friends were with him to administer to his wants; nothing
Beeman : Dresden Mills, Phillip I \ Hovdktte. Iy39
10,—to
be
paid
by
Mr.
Whitney
after
the
comple-'
initiated in favor of the republican candidates.
Property T a x ,
that they could do was deemed too great a sacrifice to be
2b.qQ0.o00
made
for
his
comfort,
or
to
alleviate
his
distress.
The
It was reported that Gamier Pages was to re Post Office,
DR. K I N G L E T S P IL L S .
4.00*.000 tion of the roadN o. 43 CORN H ILL,— BOSTON. 38
Bros, of the Orders of which he was a member, also watch
These Pills are a sure remedy for Jaundice, sick and
sign the Ministry ot Finance, and be succeeded Crown Lands,
300,000
ed
with
him
faithfully,
and
always
considered
him
en
ILF
See
advertisement
in
another
column
nervous
Headache,
Dyspepsia, Costiveness, sickness of
by Achile Fuold, the eminent banker.
.Miscellaneous
1,500,000
J . T. W H IF F L E
to the warmest sympathies} Love and respect until
stomach, Heartburn, all Bilious Complaints, Fevers of all
headed “ Wigs and Hair work.” Mr. Bogle is titled
the icy hand of Death gave its last fatal grasp, they ten
kinds, and if taken at the commencement, will invariably
— TE A C H E R OF T H E —
Total,
$252,500,000 very ingenious and skillful in the manufacture of dered their aid and sympathy to the estimable circle of be
their progress, and save the patient from a protracted
From Mexico.
ORGAN, PIANO FORTE & VIOLIN. check
Making an estimated deficit for the year, «f wigs, &,c. Those in want of any articles in his reaved relatives, whose hearts full of grief and anguish
and dangerous sickness. They are invaluable in nervous
Tiie latest accounts from V era Cuz are to the ; over seventeen millions.
plainly told that a truly beloved one had been taken from
and hypochondriacal affection, loss of appetite, Cholic,
A lso composer and Arranger of
Cholera Morbus, Gout, Rheumatism, Scrofula, White
9th inst. W e have given a very meagre sketclv<>f ; 'l'he ministerial recommendation of the increase 'fine, should give him a call, when visiting Boston. them. During his sickness he gave evidence of a change
B A N D & COTILLON MUSIC.
of heart, and reconciliation with his God, lie departed this
Swelling, Ulcers, Erysipelas, Salt Rheum, Cough, Colds,
the news, by Telegraph. T h e mails brings full j0f the Income Tax from 3 to 5 percent., has been
COBBOSSEE HOUSE.
life
with
a
“hope
like
an
anchor
to
the
soul
and
big
with
Influenza, Dropsy and all complaints to which females alono
particulars, some of which are interesting. Mr. refused by the Commons.
immortality beyond the grave.”
arc subject. They operate as a mild and speedy purge, and
Sevier and Gen. K earney arrived at Vera Cruz on !
---------------- -—------------ The funeral was attended by a large number of the mem FK JK ftlTU BC E & F S 2A T S IE R S . are a safe and certain remedy for Worms in children.
the 6th, and were recived with salutes from the
Custom at New York.— Annexed is a statement
bers of the Sons of Temperance and Odd Fellows. The
Females will (ind that 2 or 3 of these Pills, taken at bed
W H O L E S A L E A N D R E T A I L !!
BRIGHTON MARKET—April 24, 1848.
ceremonies of Odd Fellows, at the grave were conducted
castle. Gen. Kearney assumed his duties as Gov- inf the receipts for customs at the port of New
time, and continued for a short time, will remove any irregu
At Market 135 Beef Cattle, and 1100 Swine.
by
Bros.
F.
P.
Theobald
and
Jesse
B.
Tozicr
in
the
pres
larity
or obstruction, and restore nature to her usual course.
ernor of Vera Cruz on the 9th ; and Mr. Seveir on York for the week ending April 7, as compared
Prices—Beef Cattle—$6a7.
FE S S E N D E N
& H ASKELL,
of a large number of friends, after which the emblem
Since I have introduced my Universal Family Pills to
the 8th proceeded to fulfil his mission to the city with the corresponding week in the two former
Swine—At wholesale, Ohio Hogs, 5a5; N. York Hogs ence
of immortality, the ever green, was cast into the grave.
35 and 37 Federal Street, B oston.
the public, I have numerous certificates of their superior
5 1-2:i6 1-2.
of Mexico. T he same troops (Capt. Tilgham’s i years :
In Augusta, 15th inst., Syntlia A., wife of Sam’l Ben J^TOTICE the attention of the public to their large stock efficacy in curing diseases; also several letters from res
command) which accompanied Mr. Sevier to the
1846.
7847.
1S48*
nett,
aged
28
years,
8
inos.
BOSTON MARKET—April, 24 1348.
for Spring Trade. They have every article to be pectable physicians, who have used them in their practice
capital on the return, escorted Santa Anna from Free goods,
8/4,809 $166,783 $278,841
In Rome, widow Sarah Thompson, formerly of Kings found in a first class establishment:—such as Rich Black with the best success, many of which are published upon
Flour and Corn—Advices to the 8th inst.,from Liverpool
J-zlapa to Antiga (a small port near Vera Cruz), Dutiable good s, 1,401,251 1,505,145
the wrapper, villi the directions for use, 4-c. accompanying
1,776,079 were received yesterday by the Acadia. These advices, ton, N. H., aged 84.
Walnut anu Mahogany P a rlo r F u rn itu re .
In Hallowell, Wnr. J. Chase, aged 17; Mary M.,daugh
each box of the Pills.
were not favorable for shipments of Breadstub's. All kinds
where he embarked on the 5th for Jamaica, in a
Painted C h a m b e r S e t s —all p r i c e s .
Henry W . Pease, aged 16.
For sale i n Gardiner, b y A. T. P e r k i n s ; I I . S m i t h ;
Best Curled Hair M a t r a s s e s .
Spanish brig, called the Martino. T he following
Total tndze, $ 1,476,060 $1,671,928 $2,054,920 had fallen in price in the English Market, and were quite terInolUnity,
lion.
Hezekiah
Chase,
aged
60.
G. M. A t w o o d ; C. P. B r a n c h
27
Western Canal Flour in Liverpool brought 26
Warranted Pure Live G e e s e F e a t h e r s .
details are from the New Orleans papers of the Specie,
14.133 1,146,191
36 365 depressed.
In Wayne, Rev. Joshua Millett, aged 45.
a27s per bbl. and dull. Corn 28s 6d a 24s 6d per qr., and
Mahogany
and
G i l t Frame G l a s s e s .
14th :
W O N T A C U E ’S L U N G s y r u F .
Cash received
428,854
392,053
449,996 Corn Meal buyers only 5s 6.1 per bbl. In our market but
In Thomaston, Capt. Henry Raurner, aged 25.
Fine and Superfine C a r p e t i n g s .
We have had so many certificates presented to us for
Capt. Milton arrived at A era Cruz on the 5tb Average rates
In Madison, Ezekiel Lincoln, aged 60.
very little is doing this morning. Flour is selling as want
A l s o —a fine assortment of strong and well made low
insertion
paper, we are obliged to throw them
instant from the city of Mexico, with despatches
30 5-3
26
of duty,
priced Furniture. We offer the above at the lowest prices all out asinwcto-day’s
25 1-8 ed by the trade, at $6,37a6,50 for Michigan and Genesee,
not space for all, and fear we may of
common brands. Corn is quiet, holders asking the same
for Washington. H e reports that the road was in
they can be purchased for. Every article is warranted,and, fend some onehave
by inserting a part, still our friends may be
A N D S3 A I K
W O R K . if not found as represented, it will be readily exchanged. assured their certificates
fested with small bands of armed men, masked,
F rench C o l o n ie s.
T he population of the rates as on Saturday. Southern Yellow 53a54c and white W I G S
for the good medicine, (Montague's
at 51c per bu. In Oats sales of Northern at 52c, and
who commit depredations daily on the road be French colonies is divided as follows:
B ogle’s System o f Measuring the H ead.
Indian
Lung
Syrup,)
shall soon apear. We have now
ANGRY
HALL—No,
232
Washingtonst,
Eastern at 4Sc per bushel.
tween Mexico and Jalapa, plundering the diligen
only room to say that this medicine is the best article ever
W hite freemen.
Slaves.
QtJ*Observe llie Dotted Line...rf^
BOSTON. — ODEN E V E R Y EV EN IN G.
used for coughs, colds, consumption, asthma, &c., and i»
ces, &c. The route between Mexico and Toluca Bourbon,
i 7.037
45,000
NEW YORK MARKET—April 25, 1848.
to be had at Ross
Poor’s 19 Tremont Row— Roston
No. 1. The circumference or
is infested in like manner. Capt. Milton met a Guadeloupe,
28.743
96.684
The Flour market is firm, with a good eastern and home
I
v
f
I
J
H
E
J
V
S
E
S
U
C
C
E
S
S
l
Post.
round of the head.
iemand. Sales of 1000 bbls, Genesee at $6,12 1-2 a 6,37
great number of guerrilleras on the road, but he Martinique,
36,766
78,233
For
sale
in
Gardiner,
II S m i t h , C P B r a n c h , G
No.
2.
Forehead
to
the
neck,
or
1-2; 1000 bbls. deliverable in May, at 5,62 1-2, and A lot
BAYNE’S GIGANTIC PANORAMIC PICTURE! M A t w o o d , A T P e rby
was not interfered with.
k in s .
27
as far as the hair goes.
4
Howard
street
for
present
delivery,
at
6,12
1-2.—
It was supposed at Vera Cruz that Gen. Scolt Total,
82,546
219,! 17
T a k e G o o d C a r e o f Y o u r H a i r . —Young p e o p l e
No. 3. Ear to ear, over the top.
OF A V o y a g e So K u rop e !
W
heat
is
firm,
and
held
above
the
views
of
buyers
;
$1,50
and suite and Mr. Frist would leave Mexico about
be too careful of their Hair, or take too much p a i n s
■<OMPRTSES \ iewsof B o s t o n , its Harbor,H a l i f a x cannot
is asked for prime white ; sales of 4000 bush .red at 136c.
preserve it. It is much easier to preserve than to re
the 5th instant, ‘the court having adjourned its
Rhode Island. The vote for governor is alou I he corn market is steady. Sales of5000 bush, prime yel) the A t l a n t i c , the River M e r s e y , L i v e r p o o l , to
store
after
its loss. Now we recommend to all our friends,
sitting to the United States.’
2000 less than last year, namely ;
low'at 52a 53c. Oats are steady at 45ja 46c. There is hm lit
ILLIAM BOGLE, First L o n d o n f r o m d i e T h a m e s , a n d
to never be withont the genuine Oldridge’s Balm of Colum
BOTH SIDES THE RHINE,
tle buisness doing in the Provision market,'though'prices ex
Ex-President Gen. Bustamcnte arrived at San
Premium, Ventilating and
3,339
Sackett, democrat,
as we do know if used frequently, they can never liehibit no alteration, Pork continues heavy. 500 bbls. have
GOSSAMER WIG MAKER, Constituting by far the LARGEST PANORAMA ever bia,
Luis Potosi on the 27th of March, with a division
4,486
Harris, whig,
come bald. It can be had of Ross 4' Poor, 19 Tremont
been disposed of at $9,87 1-2 a $10 for mess, and 7,37 1-2 and l a d i e s ’ h a i r d r e s s e r , has the honor of announc presented to the Public.
of troops from Guanajuato. H e repaired thither
437
Others,
Row,
Boston, true and genuine.
for prime.
Admission 50 cents—Children under twelve years of aw
ing his removal to Store No. 277 WASHINGTON
by order of the general government, as is suppos
For sale in Gardiner, by H. 8 M i t h ; A. T. P ef. kins
Senate. 13 democrats, 18 whigs house, 42
Sales of 100 bbls. mess beef at $ 62 1-5, and 400 bbls STREET, (Four doors South of W inter Street,) Boston, 25 cents.
27
ed, to suppress any symptoms of rebellion which whigs, 27 democrats, whig majority on joint lard at 6 1-4 a 6 5-8c. 50 tierces hams at 6c. No change and nearly opposite his old stand, where he manufactures
Doors open at half past 6—the Panorama to commence G.M. A t w o o d ; C. P. B r a n c h .
Paredes may attempt.
ballot, 20.
in groceries.
H a ir W ork in all its branches, in the same finished style moving at 7 1-2.
T
H
E
M
A
G
I
C
A
L
P
A
I
N
E
X
T
R
A
C
T
O
R
Office of the Panorama open from II A. M. to 1 P. M., Is a salve that has done more for the relief of the human>
of excellence, for which he has been awarded the F i r s t
The election in the city of Mexico took place
for
the
transaction
of
business
and
the
sale
of
tirkets.
P
remiums
at
the
several
Massachusetts
Mechanics’
Fairs,
French D epilatory .—For removing Superfluous Hair
on Sunday, the 2d inst. Every thing went off
ANOTHER MOB IN W A S H I N G T O N .
than any prescription of any one, or even all the
An Exhibition on every WEDNESDAY and SATUR race
held in Boston.
from the Face, Neck or any part of the Human Body.
quietly. ThejAmerican troops, agreeably to orders,
N e w Y o r k , April 20.
medical men in existence. It combines and exhibits five
DAY
afternoon,
at
3
o’clock.
4mS6
Persons
residing
at
any
distance
from
Boston,
can
meas
This
Depilatory
is
prepared
according
to
the
receipt
pre
extra intrinsic attributes, viz: Entire control over injuries
inarched out at eight in the morning, by the PeA mob l 1 3000 assembled in front of the patent
pared by Baron Larrav, Surgeon to Napoleon Bonaparte,who ure their heads, according to the above instructions, send it
by fire, repels all kinds of inflammation, extracts mortifica
tion gate, leaving only the proper guard. T h ey office, Washington, last evening, and appointed a obtained
it in Egypt wbile attending the French army during with n sample of their hair, describing the style they usual P iles. Any person who dont believe that Hay’s Lini tion, relieves all pains of even the worst burns, sores,
remained till after the polls were closed at three committee to wait on the publishers of the Era. their mem n able campaign in that country. It is preparation ly wear it, and they wjll be fitted with a Wig or Top Piece ment will cure the Piles, let them ask Ebenezer Thompson, almost instantly, and heals, leaving no scar. No pay is
Esq. No. 6 Norfolk Place, who has been cured of a very
o’clock.
and request a removal ol their establishment.
generally used by the Egyptians and French, and is perfect so as to defy detection.
taken for it unless the user is delighted with its effects in
Always on hand, and constantly manufacturing for sale, a severe case. lie bought the genuine at 19 Tremont Row all
T he committee reported that the publishers re ly safe and effectual.
The Watch Tower of Jalapa is crowded with
the following named complaints: Burns, Scalds, Erysip
of
Ross and Poor, Boston.
Prepared by D e w i t t C. R o s s , 19 Tremont Row Boston. beautiful assortment of both Ladies’and Gentlemen’s Wig*,
elas,
Ulcers, Old Sores, Salt Rheum, Chilblains, Erup
interesting iatelligance in relation to Santa A nna’s fused.
Sold in Gardiner,by C.P. B r a n c h ; A . T . P e r k i n s ;
in Gardiner, by G. AL Ativood; C. P. Branch; A. Half-Wigs, Top-Pieces and every article of Ornamental
tions,
Rheumatism, Piles, all Itchings, &c. Let every ft*]1*
departure, lie was overwhelmed with courtesies
The mob resolved to remove the establishment T.Sold
Hair Work. Also, for sale Rich Fancy Goods, Perfumery, II. S m i t h ; G, M. A t w o o d ;
PerkinsH.
Smith.
6m27
sly procure this great healing ointment. It has saved life,
on the part of Col. Hughes and our officers, which at ten o ’clock to-day and pay damage.
Combs, Brushes, Soajis, Razors, anti
W et F e e t. Now is the time to apply the O i l o e and will prove a blessing to all who use it. Sold by Ross
he reciprocated as far as was in his power. l i e
A despatch just received, says the project was
BOGLE’S HYPERION FLUID—FOR THE HIAIL T a n n i n to your Boots or Shoes, to make them impervious & Poor, 19 Tremont Row, Boston.
was3 evidently deeply touched by the respect paid abandoned.
Weekly Receipts for the Fountain.
A few persons collected in the
Sold in Gardiner, by H. S m i t h ; C. P. B r a n c h ; A.
The
just
superiority
of
this
celebrated
article
for
promot
to water. Sold in Boston only by Ross and Poor, at 19
lim in
in his
niQ misfortunes.
__
J
*
1
to him
Abijah T. Miller, Wm. S. Hatch, $1,50 each ; Josh ing the growth, and beautifying the hair, besides eradicat Tremont Row.
neighborhood of the office. All was quiet.
T. P f. rk in s ; G. M . A t w o o d .
During the week ending the 1st inst,, there
T he proprietors published a card, declaring their ua Young, $0,42; Howard Smith, $1,61 ; Uinphryllar- ing scurf and dandruff, lias produced a host of counterfeits;
For sale in Gardiner, by C .P . B r a n c h ; G.M
Lim e.
were fifty-six Deputies and nineteen Senators.’at disconnection with the recent elopement of slaves non, $0,75 ; Martha Banks, Everett W. Burgess, 13. S. —be cautious, therefore, and purchase of none but the ap w o o d ; A .T. P e r k i n s ; FI. S m i t h .
loncs,
Iara
Snow,
$1,00
each
;
Franklin
Rich,
1'.
II,
~lS ^tFlfcUASKS of Thomaston—1G0 casks of Lincolnpointed
agents,
[a
list
of
whom
accompanies
each
bottle,]
Queretaro. The Monitor says it required only and their determination to do or say nothing un Leverett, $2,00 each ; Daniel Blocking, $1,11 ; P. .1
11 ™ v i l l c Lime.
or of the Inventor.—Remember the address—
]\10
o o k a n d jo b p r in t in g neatly executed at
fifteen more_Deputies and three Senators to form a lawful, Fears of a riot to-night were entertained. Rollins, $1,80.
’ *
•
April, 13th.
For sale by JOHN DENNIS.
277 Washington St. [1 doors South of Winter St.] Boston.
this office at lowest prices.

N ever Despair o f Life!!
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THE COLD W A T E I F O U N T A I N A N D G A R D I N E R N E W S - L E T T E R .
BOOK AND JOB PRINTING

P E O P L E ’ S B O A T
FANCY GOODS WAREHOUSE.
(successors to E. F. Follansbee,) 5
— NEATLY EXECUTED AT T HE ---Kilby street, Importers and dealers in English, French
THE new’, safe, and fast sailing
and German F ancy A r t i c l e s , Perfumery,
NFORM their friends and all paying purchasers of
Steamer K E N N E B E C , N.
Brushes, Writing Desks, Silk Guards and
[CPThe following is a spirited translation of the
B o n n e t s , T r i m m i n g s , & c ., that they have removed Purses, Accordeons, Violions, Dress Fans, Silver Thimbles
^ K i m b a l l , Master, will run (uncelebrated Marseilles Hymn, which has been the ral from their old stand, No. 24, to their Spacious Rooms,
nil further notice) as follows :—
and Pencils, Boxes, German Toys of all kinds.
■"Hand B ills ,
Nos, 64 & 06 K ilb y st., near Milk, where they are. Dealers are respectfully invited to examine this extensive
lying song of the French Republicans for more than opening
Leaving Hallowell every T u e s d a y and F r i d a y , a t j
J
1
the
B lanks ,
stock.
half
past
2, Gardiner at 3, andBath at 6 o ’cIock, P . M. | CATALOGUES,
BEST
ASSORTMENT
OF
STRA
W
GOODS,
half a century.
Joseph B. Kelley,
James F. Levin.
N otices,
R e t u r n i n g .—Will leave the end of Foster's Wharf, T own O rders
they
ever
offered.
They
are
still
Agents
for
R.
Bassett,
THE MARSEILLES HYMN.
Boston,. everyNW e d n e s d a y and S a t u r d a y , for B at h,
whose goods
have been
years -so- jjustly
C ards ,
_________
___many
_______
J B celebratedWHITING & KEHOE,
I nvitations,
Ye sons of France awake to glory,
none can excel them in Style, Durability and Finish. OuRi Manufacturers and wholesale dealers in every description of Richmond, Gardiner and Hallowell.
.
H
at T i p s , & c
L
abels
,
prices arc
uu
atw.™ . n r nr n.r,„vn ’
| Good carriages will be in readiness, on the arrival of the
Hark, hark what myriads bids you rise;
prices
are low as the lowest.
READY-MADE
CLOTHING,
j Boat, to convey passengers to Augusta, Waterville, NorYour children, wives, and grandsires hoary,
Among our goods which we are constantly receiving
Granite,
Building,
No
40
and
42
Ann
street,
Boston.
i ridgewock, Vassaboro’, Winthrop, Readfield, Wilton, Far- Particular attenion paid to the {Minting of Constitutions,
Behold their tears and hear their cries.
fresh from the Manufacturers, are
Jos. J. Whiting,
M. Kehoe, Jr.,
C. W. Galloupe. j mington, Wayne, E. & N. Livermore, Canton and Dixfleld.
Blanks’ &c., for “ Divisions” and “ Unions.”
DR. TOWNSEND’S SARSAPARILLA,
Shall hateful Tyrants, mischief breeding,
100 Cases Plain Florence Bonnets—all prices.
C a u t i o n .— The public are cautioned against sending
With hireling hosts, a ruffian band,
50 “ China Pearl,
“
“
PROUTY & HEARS 5
W ONDER AND BLESSING OF THE AGE,
J
.
I
I
.
W
E
I
I
B
K
B
,
packages
of
monev
by
persons
in
any
way
connected
with
Affright and desolate the land,
50 “ Fancy Florence
“
“
The most Extraordinary Medicine in the World.
IMPROVED CUTTING EDGE CENTRE GRAFT PLOUGHS.
this boat, as the proprietors will not beheld responsible for
S> £ 8 M
GARDINER, ME.
50 “ Adalaids
“
“
While peace and liberty lie bleeding 1
Patented 1847.
T his Extract is put up in qt. bottles; it is six times cheap,
any
such
packages.
50 “ Coburgs
“
“
To arms ! to arms ! ye brave,
Designed for common, or extra deep ploughing. Also, a
Full sets of Teeth inserted upon the most improved plan
The Kennebec is two years old, of about 600 tons and sufficient time given to test them before any pay is re er, pleasanter, and warranted superior to any sold. It cures
Also, Misses Bonnets of every style and price, with the complete assortment of Agricultural and Horticultural Im
The avenging sword unsheath,
diseases without vomiting, purging, sickening or debilitating
best assortment of Umbrellas, Parasols, Bonnet Trimmings, plements ; Hovevs patent Hay Cutter, &c.; Grass, Gar burthen, was built expressly to run between Boston and the quired.
March on, march on, all hearts resolved,
41tl
the patient.
Ribbons, Flowers, Rushes, Tabs, &c., &c.
On liberty or death !
den, Field and Flower seeds, warranted fresh axxdpure. Al Kennebec, and the proprietors think they hazard nothing
The great beauty and superiority o f this S a r s a p a r i l l a over
N. B.—Our Country Friends will please remember that so Portable and Brick Furnaces, for heating churches, hos in saying that she is the best boat ever in the eastern
all
ether medicines is, while it eradicates d i s e a s e s , it invin.
Now, now the dangerous storm is rolling,
we shall not “ Drum” or annoy them at their lodgings when pitals, houses and public buildings. Wholesale aud retail, waters, either for safety or accommodations.
—
D
EA
LER
IN—
orates
tbe body. It is one of the very best F a l l & S umGEO. E. STONE, Agent.
Which treach’rous Kings confederate raise;
n Boston, and therefore send them the above notice. Sw33 19, 20 <$• 22 North Market street, Boston.
m f . r M e d i c i n e s ever known; i t n o t o n l y purifies the
Gardiner, April 4ili 1848.
The dogs of war let loose are howling,
W . f. G o o d s <&■ G r o c e r i e s ,
w hole system and strengthens the person, b u t it creates nets
WHITMARSH & SMITH;
And lo! our fields aud cities blaze.
Chloroform Toothache Drops.
STEAM BO AT n
NAILS, GLASS, PAINTS, OILS, &c, pure and rich blood; a power possessed by n o o t h e r medicine.
No 1 Old Stale House, Boston,fronting on Washington st..
And shall we basely view the ruin,
T
is
well
known
that
“
Chloroform
”
lias
superceded
And
in this lies the grand secret of its w o n d e r f u l success.
DEALERS IN FIRST CLASS READY MADE CLOTHING,
First Trip for Portland and B o s to n !
While lawless force with guilty stride
B owman’s B lock— W ater S treet ,
(in a great measure,) the use of E t h e r , as an allaycr Adapted to every emergency and season, with the best
It has performed within the last five years, m o r e titan 100Spreads desolation far and wide,
of pain and is now used by the best Surgeons and Dentists
0 0 0 cures of severe cases of disease; at least 15,000woe
G A R D IN E R , M E .
selection of uncut goods for order trade.
With crime and blood his hands embruing I
in preference. A C e l e b r a t e d C h e m i s t , (and one of
considered incurable. It has saved the lives of m o re than
Thomas Wliitmarsh,
Charles A. Smith.
To arms! to arms/
N early o p p o s it e t h e G a r d in e r H o t e l
the first manufacturers of “ Chloroform,” ) lias discovered
5000 children during the two past seasons. 10,000 casesy
CROSSETT & BROWN,
that “ Chloroform” with other simple preparations, will
Geneted Debility and want of Nervous Energy.
HE STEAMER H U N T R E S S , C a r t . D av is
on the F i r s t F i . o o r , can be found a good ass ort m e nt
With luxury and pride surrounded,
Manufacturers of Diamond Pointed G o l d P ens ,
instantly
cure
the
TOOTHACHE.
After
testing
it
in
Dr. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla invigorates the whole system
B l a n c h a r d , will leave Steamboat Wharf, HalloThe vile insatiate despots dare—
SILVER HOLDERS AND PENCIL CASES,
many cases it has never failed to give instant relief; there
permanently. To those who have lost their muscular energy
well, F R ID A Y A p ril 7th, a t 8 1-2 Gardiner 8 3-4,
Their thirst of gold and power unbounded,
1301-2
I
Washington
street.
is no possible danger in using it, as it will not injure the
by the effects of medicine or indiscretion committed in youth,
Richmond, 9 3-4, and Bath at 11 o’clock, A. M., f o r
To mete and vend the light and air.
--------A N D -------sound teetli a particle.—All that is necessary in using these
or the excessive indulgence of passions, and brought on a
PORTLAND, where passengers can take (he 3 o’clock
Like beasts of burden would they load 11s,
LEAD PIPE AND SH EET LEAD.
Drops
is
to
satnrate
well
a
bit
of
cotton
or
lint,
and
place
general
physical prosttation of the nervous system, lassitude,
C H O C I I E II 1 * W A R E ,
Like tyrants bid their slaves adore;
Patent improved Lead Pipe and Sheet Lead manufactured train of Cars for L o w e l l and B o s to n , and arrive at 8
it in the cavity of the tooth. Relief will be immediate.
want of ambition, fainting sensations, premature decay ami
o’clock the same evening.
But man is man, and who is more 1
and for sale at the lowest prices for cash. Also, EagF
O
R
S
A
L
E
C
H
E
A
P
F
O
R.
T
H
E
C
A
S
H
BY
None Genuine without the signature of Ross & D o o r on
decline, hastening towards that fatal disease, Consumption,
The steamer H u n t r e s s will run as last year, leaving
glish and American Linseed Oil.
Nor shall they longer lash and goad us.
the wrapper. Sold at No, 19 Tremont Row, Boston; and GEO. L. STEARNS, comer of Water and Congress St. Hallowell every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, a t 8 1-2
can be entirely restored by this pleasant remedy. This Sar
To arms! to arms! Sfc.
by G. M. .ATWOOD, Gardiner, Me.
3m34
saparilla is far superior to any I nvigorating C ordial ,
o ’clock
A. T. PERKINS, Agent.
ENOCH M ARSH ALL,
MIL LI KEN’S LATINO HOUSE,
As it renew s and invigorates the system, gives activity to
Gardiner, April 5, 1848.
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O, Liberty ! can man resign thee,
the
limbs, and strength to the muscular system, in a most
Kennebec
Mutual
Insurance
Company
N
orfolk
Avenue,
rear
o
f
185
W
ashington
St.
One having felt thy gen’rous flame;
m i l ® . B IO D F IS H
extraordinary degree.
G a r d i n e r , April 1, 1848.
Can dungeons, bolts and bars confine thee,
When in Boston lie sure to call; you will always find
G
A
R
D
I
N
E
R
,
(
M
e
.
)
MEETING of the members of this Company will be
TENDERS her thanks to her friend
the best eating, cheap and nice—and clean Lodg
Or whips thy noble spirit tamel
n su m pt io n
c u r e d .
Cleanse and Strengthen. Cm.
(jCUAIl business forwarded by mail or otherwise, prompt C osumption
held at its office in this place, 011 the third M o n d a y ,
and customers for the liberal share of patings at 25 cents—open clay and nighq
Too long the world has wept bewailing
can be cured. Bronchitis, Liver Complaint, Colds,
ly
attended
to.
40tf
being
the
I7th
inst.,
at
3
o’clock,
P.
M.,
for
the
choice
of
tronage which she lias received from them,
That falsehood’s dagger tyrants wield;
Catarrh, Coughs, Asthma, Spitting of Blood, Soreness mlht
BALLARD 4- PRINCE,
seven Trustees to serve for two years, and for the transac
and still hopes by punctual attention to
But freedom is our sword aud shield,
Chest, Hectic. Flush, Eight Sweats, Difficult or profuse Er,
W . I> l V Ea E \
—Dealers in—
tion of such other business as may come before them.
business, to retain a share of their custom.
And all their arts are unavailing,
pectoration,Pam in the Side, 8fc, have been and can bccurai.
F O R E IG N A D O M E S T IC C A R P E T IN G S .
36
HOMES TUPPER, Secretary.
She is constantly receiving new and fash
To arm ! to arms ! fyc.
DEPUTY
S H E R I F F ,
SPITTING BLOOD.
Bromfleld, near Washington street, Boston.
ionable BONNETS of every descrip
GARDINER, Kennebec Co., Ale.
New York, April 28, 1847.
tion. Also, a large assortment of other
N.
B.—Business
by
mail
promptly
attended
to.
Dr.
Townsend
—I
verily beiicve that your Sarsaparilla ha?
NEW te IMPORTANT DISCOVERY
Millinery Goods, which will be sold
been
the
means,
through
Providence,
of saving my life. 1
A Chemical Mixture, Prepared and sold by W. C. N o r t h .
as lowr as can be purchased on the River.
I IK X K Y F . D A Y Sc C o .,
have for several years had a bad cough. It became worse
142 Washington street, Boston.
She also continues the business of Bleaching,Saving and
and worse. At last I raised large quantities of blood,had
It produces perfect life-like Dagurreotype Minatures.
M A RCH, 18 4S.
--------- I M P O R T E R S O F -------Pressing Bonnets. Having procured the best of assistance,
night sweats, and was greatly debilitated and reduced, and
The attention of Cou n t r y and S e a p o r t M e r c h a n t s ,
she now assures her friends and the public generally, that
I did not expect to live. I have only used your SarsaparilApril.
T.
W
ILEY,
J
r
.,
20
STATE
STREET,
H
A
R
D
W
A
R
E
&
C
U
T
L
E
R
Y
,
M a n u f a c t u r e r s , and o t h e r s about visiting Boston to
a l l Bonnets entrusted to her care shall be done at short
la a short time, and there Ilfs a wonderful change lieen
Receives
subscriptions
to
all
American
and
choice
Eng
------- A S C D E A L E R S I N ----April was the second month of Romulus’ purchase Spring supplies, is most respectfully requested to lish periodicals, and forwards them in advance of other a- noticeand in such a manner as to give entire satisfaction.34
wrought in me. I am now able to walk all over the city_
the following CARDS, comprising Merchants, Manufactur
Crockery, Glass &. China Ware,
gents, by mail or otherwise, to any part of the country.—
I raise no blood, and my cough lias left me. You can well
year, which consisted only of ten months, ers and Artists.
Monmouth Insurance Company.
imagine
that I am tnankful for these results.
fully prepared in the various branches, we embrace He flatters himself that his long experience, wide spread
HE Subscriber lias been appointed Agent for the
R
March being the first. It was ordained the theBeing
reputation
for
punctuality
and
precision,
will
recommend
Aour obd’t servant, W m . R u s s e l l , 65 Catharine st.
facilitcs of the country press, to solicit your early calls;
Monmouth Fire Insurance Company.
to professional gentlemen and private individuals.—
March 14, 1848.
34
WILLIAM PALMER.
R h e u m a t i s m . —This is only one of more than four thou
fourth month of the Year by Numa, who di and we assure our New England friends, that no pains shall him
'W E S m Q V P
be spared on our part to please both old and new customers. Orders for any kind of Books whatever promptly attended
sand cases of Rheumatism that Dr .Townsend’s Sarsaparilla
Day's New Block, corner af Bridge A Summer Sts.,
to. Address T . W i l f v , J r ., Publisher, 20 State street,
vided the year into twelve months, beginning
Oheape:
than
the
Cheapest!!
has
cured. The most severe and chronic cases are weekly
CALL AND SEE
Near the Flour Mills,—GARDINER, M e .
Boston.
eradicated by its extraordinary virtues.
with January. The word A p r i l is derived
At No. 12, State Street, Boston.
m r s i i n
A m
n w
HENRY F. DAY,
36
JAS. P. HITCHCOCK.
James Cummings Esq., one of the assistants in the Lu
THE ONLY ENTIRE CASH
LICHTENTH/ELER’s PATENT APPARATUS.
S. W. TARBOX
from Aprilis, or Aperio, I open; because in
natic Asylum, Blackwell’s Island, is tbe gentleman spoken
JOBBING BOOT AND SHOE STORE
AVING taken and fitted up the Store formerly oc
ISUBBRC*.
For opening, shutting and locking firmly, in any desired po
of
in the following lettV-r: —
In Boston, is
this month the flowers begin to bloom, and sition, outside window blinds and shutters, from the inside,
cupied bv J ohn Mhader , where he is now offer
Blackwell’s Island, Sept. 14. 1847.
c
.
P . B R A N C H , A p o th e c a ry ,
THOMAS
C.
WALES’,
ing
to
the
inhabitants
of
Gardiner,
and
the
surrounding
;ounwithout raising the sash. The cheapness, convenience and
Dr Townsend.—Dear Sir: I have suffered terribly for 9
W A TER S T R E E T , G A R D IN ER ,
the earth to produce vegetation. Our Saxon utility
try a large and complete assortment of
19 and 21 Broad, 46 and 48 Centred streets.
of this invention will recommend it to public patronage
J|~AS just received a full supply of Drugs, Medi- years with the Rheumatism; considerable of the time I could
Cash buyers, come and see for yourselves.
r ncestors termed this month O s te r - m o n a t ,from (Patented July 14,1846.) Rights for States, counties and
G r o c e r ie s a n d P r o v is io n s .
Ja. cines, Chemicals, Patent Medicines, Perfumery, not eat, sleep or walk. Iliad the utmost distressing pains,
towns for sale by E . S t e a r n s . A\so, Mattheuison’sImprov
Such
as
Flour,
Corn,
Pork,
Lard,
Cheese,
Butter,
Eggs,
Brushes,
Fancy Articles, &e. &e., which are offered very and my limbo were terribly swollen. I have used four bot
L. STEPHENSON & CO.
'.he Goddess O s te r , or E a s t e r , E a s t r e , or be ed Weather Strip, an invaluable contrivance for making doors
Molasses,
Coffee,
Tea,
Sugars,
Box
and
cask
Raisins,
ow
for cash.
14
tles of your Sarsaparilla, and they have done me more than
Manufacturers of Dearborn’s Patent Balance, Plat
and
French
Windows
secure
against
the
admission
of
wind,
Octobar, 25, 1847.
0 1 0 0 0 worth of good.
I am so much better—indeed, I am
cause the winds were found to blow mostly
form and Factory Balances, Counter Scales and Town Dates, Tobacco, Soap, Oil, Candles, Fish, Salt, Sakeratus,
dust, rain and snow.
E. STEARNS, Agent.
ruperior No. 1 Mackerel,
entirely relieved. You are at liberty to use this for the bene
Standards.
from the east this month. The Zodaical sign
_
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r
fit
of
the
afflicted.
A’ours, respectfully',
CONFECTIONARIES OF ALL KINDS,
72 Water street, 2 doors below Liberty Square, Boston.
LAMBERT, EDMONDS & CO.,
OITil) inform his old customers and the public in
J a m e s C u m m i n g s.
and other articles too numerous to mention. All the above
was Taurus, which signifies, that at this sea
NEW CLOTHING STORE.
Importers and dealers in Woolen and Domestic Dry Goods,
general, that he has now 011 hand ami is receiving
will be sold as low for c a s h , as can be bought a t any oth
C a n k e r in t h e
M
outh .—Below is an ‘account «f
one of the best selected stocks of
by the package or piece.
son of the year, the Sun, in passing through
er Store in the place.
B adger & R yan ,
another child saved. Dr. Tow nsend’s Sarsaparilla has saved
99 Milk street, (opposite Kilby street)
N. B.—The subscriber is determined not to be undersold
Wholesale dealers in every description of
the lives of thousands of children. The following two certifi
that sign, increases incessantly in force and Geo. A. Lambert,
&S> W ® I?® & Q -Q £ > &
Win. Otis Edwards, S. F. Parker.
lv
any
one,
therefore
call
and
examine,
before
purchasing
Ready-made Clothing fy F urnishing Goods,
Ever offered in this town. He would invite all to call and cates arc selected from a great number received this week.
WOOLEN GOODS WAREHOUSE.
elsewhere.
heat. The Romans dedicated this month to
New York, April 1, 1847.
No 3 Hitchbvrn Block, Ann strset, Boston.
bis stock before purchasing.
All kinds of produce taken in exchange, for which a fail- examine
harles A. W hite & Co.,
Dr. Townsend—Dear Sir: One of my children was very
Gardiner, Nov. 10, 1847.
16tf
Venus. The distinguishing’characteristic of Importers C
price will lie paid.
20
OLIVER HOLMAN,
and wholesale dealers in Cloths, Cassimercs,
sick with a canker in the mouth and throat, attended with
( f f Don't forget the place—1 Doer East A. C. Stuart’s. J f,
No 124 State street, Boston.
Vestings, &c. 8 Morton Block, Milk, street, Boston.
great debility. It rame near dying. I obtained some of your
this month, is fickleness, for we often find
Maine Mammoth Mutual Fire Insurance excellent
medicine, and it cured it directly, for which I as
ACCOUNT BOOK MANUFACTURER, STATIONER,
HINR1CHS & CO.,
that the most lovely sun-shiny days are suc
Company.
sure you I feel very grateful.
Yours, respectfully.
l
And general agent for Perkin’s Superior Printing
No. 11, Kilby street, (up stairs,) Boston,
p
p
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
for
iusuru
nee
in
the
above
Company
E l i z a b e t h F o w l e r , 27 Dcbrosses st.
and Visiting Cards.
ceeded by others, which by the force of con Importers of Fancy Goods, French ornamental, China
received by
C. DAN FORTH. ’
F i t s ! F i t s ! F i t s ! —Dr. Townsend, not having tested
and Bohemian Glass Ware.
Gardiner, Jan. 22,1847.
27tf
Ik r . .IB . J fl O SI T O
CROCKERY,
trast, often seem the most unpleasant of any
his Sarsaparilla in eases ot F;ts,ot course never recommend
OULD take this opportunity to inform the friends of
China
4
Glass
W
are,
Paper
H
angings,
f-c.
ed
it, and was surprised to receive the following from an
G.
C.
HOLMAN’S
in the year ; the bright green of the leaves
A . a jO B B g f f e ii o w
Medical Reform, and the public generally in Gardi
An extensive assortment for sale by
intelligent and respectable farmer in AA’estelicsfer countv:—
French and German Importing House, 15 &16 Kilby street,
OULl)
inform
tbe
inhabitants
of
Pittston
and
vicin
ncr
and
the
surrounding
country,
that
he
has
again
perma
and the delightful view of newly opened flow Boston.-Wholesale dealer in French, German and Eng
Michael Mellen & Co., 16, 18 and 20 Merchants’ Row.
Fordharn, August 13, 1847.
ity, that he intends to keep a general assortment of
nently located himself in said town, and opened a Store o
Dr. Townsend—Dear Sir: 1 have a little girl 7 years nf
lish Fancy Goods and Toys, Fine Cutlery, Combs,
ers, are too frequently obscured by clouds,and
DAGUERREOTYPES
CARRIAGES
AND
SLEIGHS,
age,
who
has
been
several
y
ears
afflicted with Fits; ’we tried
Brushes, Fans, Perfumes, Violins, and artiS o t a n i c title d ic i t i e s ,
Taken single, or in groups, from two to twenty, or more, with a veryI large
tieles of American manufactures.
assortment, more so than any other cstab At a moderate price. Carriages made and repaired to or- almost everything for her, but without success; at last, al
chilled by rough wintry blasts.
in style and finish equal to any taken in the city, at
though we could find no recommendation in our circulars for
lislnnent on Kennebec River, of both simples and com de
Ao. 113 I Washington street, by Pettce 4’ Catlmn.
T H O M A S H. R I D L O N ,
A portion of Rosalind’s Song, in ShakHe hopes those wishingto purchase a good carri;
pounds, where he can supply both Physicians and country
rill eases, we thought, as she was in very delicate health, we
Manufacturer and dealer in
traders; also individuals who wish to purchase for their 1
and cx:u,|ino b;s before purchasing elsewhere; espec- would give her some of your Sarsaparilla, ami me very glad
SHOREY & CO
peare’s “As you like it,” may be viewed as|a
H at s, C a p s , U mbrellas & c .
we did, for it not only restored her strength, but she has pad
Wholesale dealers in Foreign and Domestic Piece Goods, own use, all of which he will sell as low, or lower, than can \ *al)y his brother Odd S- eilows.
No. 6 Diamond Block, Hanover street, near Union.
striking illustration of fair nature’s appearance
Hosiery, Threads, Bindings,—Manufacturers of Wool be bought at any other establishment on the river, or in the ! N; D. Particular attention paid to Blaeksmithing, Re- no return of Fits, to our great pleasure and surprise. 8 be
State.
*
Spairing aud Painting.
is fast becoming rugged and hearty, for which we feel grate
en Yarn—168 Washington street, Boston.
PAPER HANGINGS,
at this season :—
Pittston, March 2, 1848.
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ful.
Yours, respectfully,
J ohn B u t l e r , J k.
N. B .— D r . M o r t o n intends to ke ep constantly on
CHEAP FOR CASH.----BY T. HUNTER,
SUPPORTERS
AND
TRUSSES.
hand
all
kinds
of
BOTANIC
MEDICINES
that
are
F em a le M e d ic in e .
Dr Townsend’s Sarsaparilla is a j
“ Now daisies pied, and violets blue,
H
e
w
£
lo
a*c
;
bib«1 iY c w G o o d s l
Manufactory
42
Congress
street,
and
Store
81
Hanover
kept
in
any
Druggist
Store,
except
those
of
a
poisonous
na
A.
F.
BARLETT,
sovereign and speedy cure for Incipient Consumption, Barren
And lady smocks all silver white,
street, corner of Blackstonc.
Manufacturer of all kinds of Improved Supporters, such as ture, narcotics, &c., for he goes on the “no poison” princi
ness, Lcucorrhxa or Whites, obstructed or difficult Menstru
And cuckow buds of yellow line
Chapin’s, Fitch’s, Ingall’s; Banning’s Laces and others of ple. If you wish to buy p o i s o n s to KILL, go to some
B A X T E R
B O W M A N ,
Do paint the meadows with delight;
ation,
Incontinence of Urine,or involuntary discharge there
TILLSON & CHANDLER, NO. 96,
his own improvement; also, Patent Elastic Shoulder and other place; but if to cure your maladies, aches and pains, At the Store formerly occupied by J. F. <$• S. Richardson, of, and for the general Prostration of the System, no matter
The cuckow now on every tree,
Manufacturers
&
wholesale
dealers
in
Premium
self-adjust
c
o
m
e
t
o
t
h
i
s
r
i
.
a
c
e
,
Suspender Braces, and Superior Trusses, 221 Washington
the result ot inherent caurc, or produced hv irreg
Sings cuckoo—cuckoo.—”
ing Cravats, Neck-stocks, Shirts, Bosoms, Collars, &c. street, near Marlboro’ Hotel, Boston.
AS opened an entire new and general assortment of whether illness
03-First Door E ast o f Clay’s Brick B lo ck , 4 $
er accident.
96 Washington street, (up stairs,) Boston.
a . Goods, adapted to the wants of the citizens of this ularity,
The month of April may be considered as
Nothing
can be more surprising than its invigorating cfleeto
N e a r th e G r i s t M i l l . . . . W ater S t .
GOLD PF,NS —IB A31ONI) P AINTS,
town, consisting of
on
the
human
frame.
Persons, all weakness and in.-Atmir,
REED,
KENNY
&
CO.,
Gardiner, August 13, 1847.
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presenting the most perfect image of Spring: Wholesale dealers in Foreign fruits, Nuts, &c., Butter,
W IT H S IL V E R P E N C IL A N D C ASE,
trom takiny it, at once become robust and full of energy un
•V
j>
D
W arranted for 81,25.
der its influence. It immediately counteracts the uavektsno production is yet to come maturity, and
Beans, Dried Apples, and Fire Crackers.
School M o cks.
almost every variety,—: uch as superior English and iicss ot ihe female frame,which is the great cause otbarrcmire.
WHITE & POTTER,’
Nos. 19 and 21 Merchants Row.
HE subscriber is prepared to furnish Sabbath Schools Of
the vicissitudes of warm gleams and gentle
American
Prints,
Alpaccas,
Sheetings,
Shirtings,
Linens,
15 (South side) State street, Boston.
It will not lie expected of us, in eases of so delicate a k
with all the public p tious of the Am. S. S. Union, at Flannels, &c. &c.
E. ALLEN & CO.
turr, to exhibit certificates ot cures performed, but
Boston prices. Among them are the following :
showers, have the most powerful effects in Dealers in Foreign and Domestic Woolens, aud Tailors,
BOOK-KEEPING, WRITING, cYc.
assure the afflicted that hundreds of cases have lieen UitlwwK
THE COMPLETE S. S. LIBRAR Y, of 511 boundTrimmings, 2 Sewall Block, Milk street.
Comer's In itia to ry C ounting Room,
hastening that universal springing of the
to us. Several cases where families .haveJ j c
Vols., with 190 catalogues to correspond, including 2 Bib
Ephraim Allen,
William E. Allen.
Flour
and
Corn,
P
01 k, Bed, I ,ard, Hams, Cheese, Butter,
No 17 /State street,
children, alter using a tow bottles oi tins n iv
lical Maps, in a case with lock and key. Price IjjlOO,— Eggs; Molasses, Teas, Coffee, Sugars, Box and Ca
vegetable tribes, whence the season derives
RaiIs
open
day
and
evening
for
practical
instruction
in
all
the
bave been blessed with licaltliv oflsprin'
without
case,
i|t95.
CLOTHES WAREHOUSE.
sms,
Tobacco,
Soap,
Caudles,—and
other
r > , blessing
pi
, Mothers
,
the
irtieles too
requisites of a merchant’s clerk. No class system. Stu
TI1E CHEAP LIBRARY, of 100 Vols., selected from numerous to mention.
its appellation.
Great
to
and, ‘A ■.drai.—theIt is
, safest
G E O R G E W. A L M Y ,
system,
andi
dents aided in procuring suitable employment. Navigation the above, plainly and strongly bound. Price
—with
st effectual medicine af n t purilying
No. 52 North Market and 19 Ann street.
Gardiner, Nov. 24, 1847.
upon
child-birth
ever disThe poet Thompson, in his beautiful poem,
IS tf
in all its branches, use of instruments, lunars, great circle case 11,50.
relieving the stiffei mgs ai00 th the mother and child, prevents
Wholesale and Retail—Large Stock—Low Prices.
sailing, 4 *c., 4 ‘c •, taught thoroughly.
The Union Questions, Child’s Scripture Question Book,
covered. It stu 11 {.'Uases
the Season, has forcibly described, in the fol
and enriches the food, those vim
H o u s e fibs*
Union Bible Dictionary, &c.
F. GLAZIER, J r .
WALWORTH & NASON,
pain and
PREMIUM AIR-TIGHT COOKING RANGE.
PLEASANTLY situated on Lincoln street, 1j nave
use dise.Lq^ ;( ;s jlUhspensable. It is highly usett
lowing lines the unsettled state of the weath
Gardiner, July 23, 1847.
No. 18 and 22 Devonshire street, Boston,
and
after
confinement,
as it prevents diseases
Five
sizes—for
wood
or
coal;
tested
fully
by
a
large
near the Common, with a good well of water I both lj< ‘'
Dealers in wrought-iron steam and Gas pipes, tubular
er, at this immature period of the year:—
-ii1 •,lfant
..-..j....
....... ....... ... Costivcncs
—.—
.'v. .v .j.
I lies, tlmups,
number of scientific and practical men and women,to whom
and convenient yard room, will be sold at a ! nt«
upon*child-birth—in
’fcOCT. MORTON has this day received a new supply
Steam Boilers, Steam and Hot Water Apparatus.
.Swelling of the Feet, Despondency, Heartburn, Vomiting,
has permission to refer; awarded a Diploma at the last
bargain, if applied for soon.
I of Chapiii’s and Bartlett’s Improved Abdominal
“ As yet the trembling year is unconfirm’d,
Originators of that most important improvement in steam he
Mechanics’ Fair, and pronounced decidedly superior to any Supporters and Shoulder Braces for Ladies and Gentlemen,
Also, two lots of land on said street d"" Pain in the Back and Loins, False Pains, Hemorrhage,a*i
And Winter oft at eve resumes the breeze
apparatus for warming factories, by which small
ranges yet introduced. Manufactured and for sale, with which he sells very low for cash. Those wishing to pur rods front by ten rods deep, pleasantly situated fu>-tjp-:A!|ng. in regulating the secretions and equalizing the circulation it
Chills the pale morn, and bids his driving sleets
wrought-iron pipes, in connection with improved valves
has no equal. The great beauty of this medicine is, it if
a
large
stock
of
hot-air
furnaces,
stoves,
&c..
&e.,
.it
25
Enquire
of
the
subscriber on the premisechase
had
better
call
quick,
whilst
there
is
a
good
assort
Deform the day delightless; so that scarce
ana arrangement, arc substituted for large castHART & \ Y HARDEN,
always safe, and the most delicate use it. most sttccessftliv,
Devonshire street, Boston, by
J MIN DEARBORN.
ment, for they are in great demand.
The bittern knows bis time with bill ingulpt
iron and copper pipes.
Or
o
f
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i
:
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.
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'
i
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n
C
o
o
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,
E
'
t
very few eases require any other medicine, in some a littie
He would also lake this opportunity to say that he lias
To shake the sounding marsh; or from the shore,
S'OB’
S
n
E
e
.
Gardiner,
vimffi,
1849.__________________
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Castor Oil, or Magnesia, is useful. Exercise in the epro
lately moved to the white cottage house nearly opposite his
MARTIN L. BRADFORD,
The plovers when to scatter o’er the heath,
A
FEW
HOUSE
I,OTS
pleasantly
situated
on
Dresair,
and light food with this medicine, will always ensure i
old
stand,
second
house
from
the
Temperance
House
on
142 Washington street, Boston.
And sing their wild notes to the listening waste.
a den and Lincoln Streets. Inquire of L. CLAY. Brunswick street, where lie is ready to attend to all calls in
:\KJU1N«- lfOU$K2.
sale and easy confinement.
At last from Aries rolls the bounteous Sun,
Cutlery, Hardware and pishing Tackle.
Gardiner,
April
I4th.,
1848.
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P e r m a n e n t and T r a n s i e n t Boarding
his profession, as Physician and Surgeon, and all kinds oi
And the bright Bull receives him. Then no more
B e a u t y a n d H e a l t h .—Cosmetics and Chalk,nwla
Sola agent for Johnson’s Patent Fish Hooks.
bv C a p t. C H A Y F E K T A R N U 3 I, in variety'of preparations generally in use, when applied t?
Dentistry, with the5exception of setting teeth on gold plate
Th’ expansive atmosphere is cramp’d with cold,
Q.U
1
1\
€1T
fit
O
S;
&
K
,
“
D
A
Y
’S
BLOCK,
corner
of
Bridge
and
Gardiner,
Nov.
4,
1847.
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J. V. HALL & CO.,
But full of life and vivifying soul,
the face very soon spoil its beauty. They close the pores
Summer streets—a short distance from tile of the skin, and check the circulation, which, when nature
No. 1 Union street, Have for sale, on the best terms, a gen
Lifts the white clouds sublime, and spreads them thin,
Sudorific Powders,
Gardiner Flour Mills. Those wishing a is not thwarted by disease or powder, or the face inflamed
eral assortment of DRUGS, MEDICINES, &c.—
Fleecy and white, o’er all-surrounding heaven.”
If there i a panacea in the world, it is this prepara- pleasant situation, and a good boarding house, willdo well by the alkilics used in soaps, beautifies its own production
Kept on Strictly Temperance Principles,
They are also agents for the sale of Swaim’s cele
tion. It is
salt and gentle stimulant, equalizing the to call.
brated Panacea and Vermifuge, and all popu
j in the “ human face Divine,” as well as in the garden of
NO. 1, BRATTLE SQUARE,
secretions, strengthening the digestive organs obviating
Gardiner, Oct. 13, 1847.
12
lar Patent Medicines.
Mr. Everett on Mr. Adams.
I rich Imil delicately tinted and variegated flowers. A free,
costivencss, producing a moist condition ot the skin, and
Opposite Brattle Street Church,
and healtlity circulation of the fluids, of the coursing
METALLIC RUBBER BELTING
The eulogy pronounced by Mr. Everett,
in a word, enabling the different organs to perform their A.lfeBBlioss ! T h e w h o l e L in e . jj active
of the pure,rich blood to the extremities, is that whichpaints
33 functions in a healthy manner. It operates in harmony
BOSTON.
and all articles made of
j
the
countnancc
in tbe most exquisite Inanity.
Saturday, in Faneuil Hall, was a very beau Steam Packing, Engine-bose,
T r a / i M i n g ’s S S c g u n /
Vulcanized Rubber.
with the laws of nature, and therefore may be safely used
This is why the southern, and especially the Spanish InHI A T €
in every form of disease. It is particularly useful as a /Jk k k persons indebted to me by note or account, arc re- dies,
tiful performance. In tbe conrse of this eu ClIEF.VER & M cB u r n e y , No. 2 Liberty square, Boston.
are so much admired. Ladies in the north who t»*
HE "subscriber has a large lot of New York, Boston, convenient family medicine, in sudden voids,febrile attacks,
4 sY quested to pay the same by Feb. 25th, if they wish to
GILBERT & CO.—(From Paris.)
little exercise, or are confined in close rooms, or have
and French MATCHES for tic.
logy, Mr. Everett said that Mr. Adams pos
hoarseness, sore throat, coughs, influenza, earache, tooth save cost. All demands not settled at the above time will but
spoiled
their complexion by the application of deleterious
35
WM. PALMER. ache, pains in the stomach, bowels, or other parts or the be leit with an attorney for collection.
march 24.
HAI R C UT T E R S AND WI G MA K E R S
sessed talents of tbe highest order; his per
mixtures, if they wish to regain elasticity of step, buoyant ,
Corner of Hanover and Court streets,
body,
rheumatism,
cold
hands
and
feet,
diarrhoea,
dysen
Jan.
19,1848.
“
15tf
G.
W
.
LOWELL.
F ob * S a l e .
spirits, sparkling eyes and beautiful complexion, they should
Formerly at 250 Washington street, Boston.
ception was acute and accurate beyond that
HE Subscriber offers for sale a good Story and half tery, colic, croup, giddiness, hysteria, mumps, headache,
use Dr. Tow nsend’s Sarsaparilla. Thousands hare tried it,
derangement of the stomach, jaundice, worms, nervous
SADDLERY,
HARDWARE,
house,
beautifully
situated
in
Pittston,
about
3
minutes
I
*
t
a
p
e
r
H
a
n
g
i
n
g
s
.
and are more than satisfied and delighted.
of any man be ever knew. His memory was
disorders, and the various eruptions of the skin. It rarely
A N D C A R R I A G E T R I M M I N G S, travel from tbe ferry. Said house is well finished and p if ever fails to bring out tbe eruption in measles, smallpox,
Kq LI.S, of French and American manufasNotice to the Ladies.—Those that imitate Dr. Townsend’5
never surpassed, and rarely equalled. His
24 by 34—with an L 14 by 33, that contains a wash room, canker rash, chicken pox, Ac.
r '*? true In store and for sale bv
Sarsaparilla, have invariably called their stuff a great Rwff
henry p. Fairbanks, 56 Pearl street
with
a
good
cistern,
a
good
wood
shed
and
stable
large
i c y 23,
F.
GLAZIER.
J r.
dy
for Females, (ye., <§v., and have copied our bills andcir
Prepared and sold by l)r. B. MORTON, Gardiner. [32
(Formerly Fairbanks, Loring & Co., Boston.)
appetite for knowledge actually grew on
enough for a cow and horse. For further particulars cal
culars which relates to the complaints of women, word for <
on
the
subscriber.
F.
FIFIELLD.
what it fed, and bis attainments in all the use
F r e n c h
f i l a B i g ' i a i g -* .
Female Restorative.
word—other men who put up medicine, have since the great
SH EET MUSIC & PIANO FORTES.
Pittston, Feb. 29, 184S.
32
This Medicine is an excellent tonic and stimulant, and FfjYWO Cases just received and for §ale by
success of Dr. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla in complaints inci
ful branches of knowledge far exceeded that The most extensive assortment of Music to be found in the
W
42
F
.
GLAZIER,
J
r
.
is
particularly
designed
for
tile
complaints
of
females,
such
dent
to females recommend theirs, although previously they’
city-—Also, second hand Piano Fortes, at the lowest
T w o F a s’iBis Sot* S a le .
lluor allitis, weakness of the uterine organs, and irregudid not. A number of these Mixtures, i’ills, fe-, are in
of any other man. A great principle of Mr.
prices.—A liberal discount to teachers.
NE of them situated in the town of Hallowell, abint as
P ic k le s .
jurious to females, as they aggravate disease, and underininJ
of the menstrual discharges. It is also beneficial in
M a r t i n & B f. a i . s , 184 Washington street, Boston.
one and a half miles from Pittston Ferry, containin' arityof
Adams was his conscientious impartiality.—
BBLS. Cucumber Pickles. For sale bv
appetite, dyspepsia, worms, diarrhoea, spitting of
the constitution.
about forty-five acres of excellent land, well divided iut* loss
HENSHAW & WOODROUGH,
_________________________JOHN
DENNIS.
blood,
coughs,
asthma,
difficulty
of
breathing,
a
low
or
ex
S crofula Cured . This Certificate conclusively proTel
He found three-fourths of the offices of the (Successors to Fulton II. W. Co.,) manufacturers of war mowing, tillage and pasturage, and cuts 35 tons of bay an
hausted
state
of
the
system,
and
the
various
diseases
in
nually—long known as the “ Ferrin Farm.” There is oi which the Spiced Bitters are employed. It is very bene
>UC'K \V HEAT FLOUR—in parrels, Half Barrels that this Sarsaparilla lias perfect control over the most ob
ranted C as t S t e e l S avys, of every description,
country the hands of his opponents, and
stinate diseases of the blood. Three persons cured in one
the above farm a good story and a half house, new, aid ficial both before aud after child-birth, especially if there
Lind Bags, fr>r sale l>y
JOHN DENNIS.
wholesale and retail.—No. 36 Congress street, Boston.
two barns.
R. MORTON keeps constantly on band D r . C hat- house is unprecedented.
not one of them did he remove to place a
is
debility
in
the
organs
concerned
in
the
process
of
labor.
ZENAS ALLEN,
t h r e e c h il d r e n .
Also one other farm, situated in Pittston, about 2 milei
i n ’ s A bdom inal Supporters and Shoulder
friend there. During his presidency he dis 31 Court strict,’offers at wholesale and retail, a splendid va from (lie Ferry, containing about 80 acres of good land, Prepared and sold by Dr B. MORTON, Gardiner. [32 B ra ces.
Hr Townsend—Dear Sir: 1 have the pleasure to inform
riety of F rcnch and American P a p e r H a n g i n g s at
cuts 30 tons of hay, and could easily be made to cut double
Also, a prime assortment of Syringes, all of which lie you that three of my children have been cured of the Scrof
posed of political power against his own in low
mothers’ Relief, or Female Friend.
ula bv the use of your excellent medicine. They were af
prices. Purchasers are invited to call and examine. that amount.
offers for sale at the lowest prices.
5
This
is
one
of
the
best
medicines
for
females
who
are
flicted very severely with had sores; have taken only fa®
terest and against the advice of his most in
On the above farm is a one story house, barn, and other
troubled with diseases peculiar to tlieir sex, such as Fluor
IMPROVED DAGUERREOTYPES.
bottles; it took them away, for which I fool myself and*
P
atent
Spin
A
tdcirinal
Sujpcrters.
outbuildings.
fluential friends. And, in short, every ques
HE attention of Physicians and all others in want of deep obligation. Yours, respectfully,
J. A. W h ip p l e , 96 W a s h i n g t o n S tr e e t ,
On both of the above farms, there is a thrifty growth of Albas, Bearing Down, Pains across the Back, Hips, and
lower.part of the Bowels, Profuse Menstruation, Sus
I saac W . C r a i n , 106Woostcr-st.
the above article, is solicited to “ Crain's Potent Spition, however wrapped up in personal consid Plates polished by steam power, being more pcrect, take young wood, which cannot fail to he very valuable at no the
pension,
Costiveness,
Nervousness,
Painful
Menstruation,
New York, March 1, 1847.
no Abdominal Supporter,” which is warranted equal, if not
distant day.
better impressions.-—Likenesses taken single, or ii
and
also
previous
to
and
after
Confinement.
It
operates
superior,
to
any
instrument,
for
the
purposes
required,
now
erations,was decided wth the rigid inflexibility
A part of the purchase money will be required down, and
OriNioNs of P hysicians . Dr Townsend is daily!*"
groups of (wo to twenty. Satisfaction warranted.
on the remainder a liberal credit will be given, if desired. according tothe Laws of Nature; therefore it is perfectly in use.
ceiving orders fromPhysicians in different parts of the two*;
and impartiality of a judicial tribunal.
JAMES EDMOND,
32
The subscriber has been appointed sole Agent for the
For further particulars apply to A. CLARK, Hallowell, sate in all cases of debility, coughs, colds, fc.
Tltis is to certify that we, the undersigned, Physician*®
Prepared and sold by D r . B. MORTON, Gardiner.
DEALER IN BAR IP.ON AND STEEL.
ale of the above in Gardiner and vicinity, and lias just the City of Albany, have in numerous coses prescribedly
or the subscriber, in Pittston Village.
In November, while walking with a friend
received an assortment of the various sizes.
No. 2 Market Sepuare, Boston.
DAVID R. CLARK.
Townsend’s Sarsaparilla, and believe it to be one ol «*
in Boston, Mr. Adams felt a paralytic shock.
Spiced or Jaundice Bitters.
Gardiner, Jan’y, 1848.
C. P . BRA NCH.
Opposite south side of Faneuil Hall.
Pittston, Feb. 25 1S48.
31tf
most valuable preparations in the market.
These
Bitters
are
ouc
of
the
best
medicines
in
use,
for
H. P . P u l i n g , M. D.
He said it was the shock of death. In his
HE
subscriber
lias
just,
received
and
is
now
opening
CHASE’S DAGUERREOTYPE ROOMS,
restoring
the
tone
ot
tbe
digestive
organs,
and
creating
an
J. W ilson, M. D.
NEW FURNITURE ESTABLISHMENT appetite. It is an excellent remedy in jaundice, dyspepsia,
bis Spring Stock of PAPER HANGINGS, Win
247 Washington street, Boston, and 257.
journal, he made the entry— “from this day I
R. B. B r i g g s , M. D.
E
M
&
dow
Curtains,
Borders,
and
Fire
Board
Patterns.
This
We have executed forty thousand Likenesses, and possess
worms, flatulency, piles, headache, giddiness, pains in the
Albany, Apr 1,1846.
P. E. E l m e n d o r f , M. Pdate my decease. I consider myself for all ing every facility, can take from one to fifty on the
stomach and bowels, diarrhoea, gravelly complaints, stran- stock is the largest , and comprises the greatest variety ol
Caution.—Owing to the great success and immense
,
1
0
8
1
1
1
A
J
O
M
E
S
same
plate,
unsurpassed
by
any
in
the
world.
patterns
ever
offered
on
the
Kennebec,
ns
all
will
acknowl
gury.
gonorrhoea,
lluor
albus,
heart-burn,
rickets,
mercurial
useful purposes to myself and my fellow citi
of Dr. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla, a number of men"1*
ESPECTFULLY announce to the citizens of Gardi salivation, consumption—and tbe whole train of chronic edge who choose to call anti examine for themselves,
J O H N T I L L S O N & CO. ,
were formerly our Agents, have commenced making Sat»
zens, as dead.” His journal, which he had
diseases.
32
jidy
23.
p
.
GLAZIER,
J
r.
1
ncr
and
vicinity,
that
they
have
opened
a
AVARE
28 North Market street, Boston,
parilla Extracts, Elixirs, Bitters, Extracts of YellowKf1
&c. They generally put it up in the same shaped bott*-’
kept for more than fifty years, stopped on Importers of S h o e M an uf ac tur er s ’ G oo ds , and deal ROOM in Tarbox’s Building, next door to C. AVi l s o n ’s , Prepared and sold by DR. B. MORTON, Gardiner.
• l l o l a f t s e f t , C o f f e e T e a , S f S u g a r * and some ol them have stole and copied our advertife®u||!l
where they offer for sale a new and select assortment of
ers infLeather and Findings.
Composition.
that day. Four months afterwards he re
*
1IHDS.
Molasses,
125
Chests
and
Half
Chests
they arc only worthlesss imitations and should be avoidedFurniture, Chairs, anti L ooking-G lasses,
i Phis is a good Family Medicine,—safe in most diseases,
A. W . POLLARD,
Tea, 65 Bags Porto Cabolln, Rio and Cape
AVhich they will sell aj low as can be purchased cm the Especially in colds, febrile attacks, hoarseness, sore throat,
Principal Office, 126 Fulton street, Sun Building,&
sumed it under the head of “Posthumous
Coffee,
30
Boxes
H.
B.
Sugar,
4
do.
IL
W.
do.,
15
bbls.
COSTUMER AND REGALIA MANUFACTURER,
river. Their stock comprises almost every variety of style influenza, pains in the stomach, bowels, and other parts of
_Redding & Co., 8 State street, Boston—Dyott &• '*'
Memoirs,” and he continued to serve his counImporter of Gold and Silver Lace and Fringes,
and pattern, and those intending to purchase will find it to the body, cold bands and feet, diarrhoea, dysentery, colic, Cuba do., 5 do. Portland Sugar House do., 1 lilid. Porto 132 North 2d street, Philadelphia—S. S. Ilance, l)n>0L
Rico do., 3 bbls. crushed do. 30 boxes Ground Spices, 50
JAo. 6 Court street, (near W ashington) Boston.
their advantage to give them a call before purchasing else cramp, giddiness; and is a great purifier of the blood.
ry anoth er year.
do. Tobacco, 20 kegs Raisins, 35 boxes do., 25 half do. do., Baltimore—-P. M. Cohen, Charleston—Wright & 0 ’->J
where.
Chartres street, N. O.—105 South Pearl street,
Prepared and sold by Dr B. MORTON, Gardiner. [32 20 quarter do. da., 5 Tierces Rice, for sale by
CARPETS LOW FOR CASH,
N. B. Furniture made and repaired, and all kinds of jo
and by all the principal Druggists and Merchants geon*e*taHl
nov.
24.
JOHN
DENNIS.
WHOLESALE
AND
RETAIL,
He who is Lot growing wiser every day
work in their line done to order, at the Manufactory of J rp O O IIIA C H E DROPS. A sure and never failing
throughout the U. States, West Indies, and Canadas.
At A n. 102 Hanover street, corner of Blackstonc, Boston. J o n e s , opposite the Woollen Factory,
-BL remedy for the Toothache. Prepared and sold by
Sold wholesale and r« tail by (•. M. ATWOOD , »
•OOK AND JOB PRINTING neatly executed at
h as never vet been wise at all.
(Salesmen wanted.)
W m . P. T e n n e y
hi)
j Gardiner, Oct 1 , 1847.
‘
lOif
DR. B. MC)RTON, Gardiner, Me.
32’
only authorised Agent in Gardiner.
1 this office at lowest prices.

fS o n n e t* a n d S t r a w G ood* !
Francis Ellis & Co., Boston,

POET’S CORNER,

K ell y & L e v in ,

t£o!(r illatcv F o u n tain © flue.
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